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When quality,
strength, and
accuracy are your
main requirements,
Paraclipse antennas
are your first choice.

Only Paraclipse offers such varieq4 four distinctly different series:
the Truss-Ribbed Classic.
the Courier Deliverable E(lipse,
the stretch Formed Hydro,
the Commercial Patriot.

Every Paraclipse model sets the
industry standard in its class, worldwide.

ASSIC
SERIES

Distributed in Australia & the Pacillc by

SATECH Satellite
Communication

Technology Pty. Ltd.
181477  War r i ga l  Rd ,  Moorabb in
Eas t .  V i c to r i a .  Aus t ra l i a  3189

te l  61-3-9553-3399
fax 6l-3-9553-3393

Paraclipse Inc.
2271 29th Avenue East, Columbus, Nebraska USA

k

Telephone: I+O2l 563-3625 Fax: (4021564-21



Someitems in limited quantity (marked I-taQty); many have special SPACE member discounts

SPACE
Pacific
Report
(the
TV

show)

The tefevision programme, direct to you from digital master on E24O VHS tape, pAL format of course.
Show 99O1:  " l t  i s  your  s igna l ,  too"  and "Fun and games w i th  the  spec t rum ana lyser . , 'Show 99O2:"Feeds and LNBs" - understanding how products dif fer. And, "Mark Long's Thumbnail  Historv oi f ,onre
satel l i te TV" featuring the real pioneers of the 70s and 80s! Show g9O3: "Dish antenna cri t ique ,, ,why
some dishes work better than others, plus Mark Long on instal l ing youiown dish, and, Richard Brooks
on PVRs. Show 99O4: "Who buys DTH systems?" explores the marketplace, plus, "Understanding Tiny
Parts" looks at connectors, l ine-amps and spl i t ters. Four hours as currently running on KIBC, SpN -
digital mastered to you for the exceptional price of $55 including shipping and two bonus i tems -"Satel l i te Television (The Booklet)" featuring material by Sir Arthur C. Clarke, and, the infamous CMT
satellite pencil-writer! (see order form, below). In stock, shipped within 72 hours. (No SpACE discount)

The
Wireless
Primer

World
Sat TV

'96

World
Sat TV

'92

TB 9404
DTH

Systems

Now that TARBS has turned the ex-Galaxy MDS/MMDS system back on in Austral ia, this is "the book"
-that explains to you-just.how.this se,rvjce works. From tgp.to bottom..Extensive referenc-es, real_world
hardware, service chal lenges and solut ions. Writ ten by the acknowledged ' ,Dean" of MDS/MMDS
world-wide, the late Glyn Bostick of Communications & Energy Corporation, Syracuse, Ny. Be quick -
this is a l imited quanti tV (LtOOtyl i tem at $20 per copy (SPACE Member discounts apply).

l f  you are new to satel l i te TV, are not  sure about the di f ference between the LNB and LNBF, or  what
vert ical  and hor izontal  means -  th is is  the sel f - learning book for  you.  Wri t ten by Mark Long, i t  takes you
f  rom tota l  novice to satel l i te expert  in 13 wel l  i l lustrated,  careful ly  expla ined chapters.  Or ig inal ly  wr i t ten
for  Asia & Middle East ,  th is 1996 vers ion heavi ly  d iscounted at  $1b (Ltdoty) ;  SpACE discount appl ies.

Essential ly the same book as World Sat TV '96 but released four-years earl ier. Al l  of the basic
fundamentals are here, at a price that is too good to be true. Hey - the quanti ty is very l imited (Ltdqtv)
and we need to clear out the shelf space. $1O and i f  you are a SPACE Member, i t  comes down 30% to
$7! Having a complete satel l i te TV reference book doesn't  get any cheaper than this.

Direct to Home: Satellite System Installation Techniques. Without question, the very best quick tutorial
on what a home dish system is, how it  works, where the problems develop. l f  you are new to the DTH
field, buy this and commit i t  tb memory. Very sl ight New Zealand bias, not enough to hurt i ts value
world-wide. Prepared by Coop for an Asian DTH technology conference, Ltdoty $10 (SPACE discount).
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TB 9405
SMATV
Systems

Nelson
Parabolic
Manual

Satellite to room - Commercial SMATV (satellitel Dish Installations. The easy part is the satellite dish or
dishes. The dif f icult  chal lenge is gett ing al l  of those signals - including the.terrestr ials - balanced and inro
every room and each TV outlet at the proper level.  l f  you plan to do mult iple-outlet systems, start here
with this Coop writ ten tutorial.  LtdOty and only $, l0 per copy while they last! (SpACE discountl

The Nelson Parabolic TVRO Manual. l f  you are the type of person who wants to bui ld your own dish (up
to 3.7m in size), or, you simply want to understand why some dishes work better than others. this
step-by-step "how to bui ld a dish" manual is the "Bible" of an industry. Nelson Ethier was a perfect ionist
and bri l l iant with hand tools. l t  shows here - the ult imate backyard project! Half original price at $15,
Ltdoty, SPACE discount appl ies.

Please send the following:
!  SPACE Pacif ic Report  -  The TV Show/ $55 (no discount);  n Tne Wireless pr imer/ $1b; n

wor ld  o f  Sat  TV- '96 /$15;  n  Wor ld  sa t  TV- '92 /$10;  !TB 9404 -  DTH sys tems/$10;  n  TB 94ob
- SMATV Systems/$10; f i  Nelson Parabol ic TVRO Manuat/$15. Totat of  order -  $ t f
current SPACE member, mult ip ly by 0.7 (7Oyo) and wri te discounted total  here:

| w i s h t o p a y t h i s b y [ c h e q u e ( e n c | o s e d ) ! V | S A c a r d n M a s t e r c a , d -
Card number

Ship to (name as i t  appears on card):

Mail ing address
Town/city

Return to:  SPACE Pacif ic,  PO Box 30, Mangonui,  Far North, New Zealand or fax 64-9-406-1093
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Tech Buffet in 9301 .  Co-Channel  & Antenna Phasing.  How to grow. a s ingle antenna (Yagi ,  broadband
an tenna )  i n t o  a  comp lex  a r ray  t o  g rea t l y  i nc rease  ga in ,  sha rpen  rece i v i ng  pa t t e rn  t o  e l im rna te  co  ( same)
channe l  i n t e r f e rence .  To ta l l y  hands -on ,  ve r y  p rac t i ca l ,  up - t o -da te .  Go  f r om nov i ce  t o  p ro fess i ona l l

Tech Buffet in 9302. Weak Signal  Recept ion Techniques.  l f  one cut- to-channel  {Yagi)  antenna won' t  do the
job ,  w i l l  2 , 4  o r  8???  How abou t  16?  S tack ing  an tennas ,  ma t i ng  w i t h  ca re fu l l y  se l ec ted  mas thead  amps ,  i s
an ar t .  This expla ins how to do i t  for  professional  resul ts up to 3O0 km from TV stat ions.

Tech Buffet in 9303. UHF -  The Front ier .  Using parabol ic  sty le antennas surfaced wi th low-cost  poul t ry
mesh ,  bu i l d  UHF  d i shes  up  t o  40  f ee t  i n  s i ze  t o  ex tend  UHF  o f f - a i r  r ecep t i on  ou t  t o  300  km.  And  -  l ea rn
the  t r i c ks  t o  " squ i r t "  s i gna l s  f r om a  h i l l t op  t o  a  va l l ey  be low  us ing  l ow -cos t  r ece i v i ng  equ ipmen t .

Tech Bulfetin 9304. Beating Noise lnterference & Combining Cross-Pole Signals. When TV and FM srgnals
a re  weak ,  man -maCe  i n te r f e rence  f r om app l i ances ,  power  l i nes  can  k i l l  r ecep t i on .  S tep  by - s tep  i ns t r uc t i on
fo r  i den t i f y i ng ,  l oca t i ng ,  f i x i ng  no i se  sou rces  +  un ique  me thod  o f  comb in i ng  c ross -po le  TV  s i gna l s .

Tech Buffet in 9305. Cable Televis ion -  Fact  & Fict ion.  The story of  how a cable TV system is designed,
bu i l t ,  ope ra ted .  The  pe r f ec t  "So  t h i s  i s  how  r t  wo rks l "  r epo r t .  Who  knows  -  you  m igh t  even  l i ke  t he
concep t  so  we l i  you  t ake  ou t  a  mo r tgage  on  you r  home  and  w i re  you r  t own l

Lost  Art  of  Rhombic Antennas -27 dB of  gain VHF & UHF. Everything you need to know to bui ld the
mos t  sens i t i ve  VHF-UHF  rece i v i ng  an tenna  eve r  c rea ted .  Rhomb ics  a re  used  f o r  v i r t ua l l y  a l l  l ong  hau l
m i l i t a r y  c i r cu i t s .  l n c l udes  supe r -Rhomb ic  LaPo r te  des ign .  300  km?  A  p i ece  o f  cake l

20 to 40'  Poul t ry Mesh (Chicken Wirel  Parabol ics.  Complete instruct ions to bui ld UHF-TV of f -arr
recept ion antenna system combines low cost  ref lector  mater ia ls wi th Redwood or other durable "struts.

20  t o  25  dB  o f  ga in ,  ou t  t o  30O km UHF  recep t i on .  A  backya rd  p ro j ec t  w i t h  ea rn i ngs  po ten t i a l .

Wor ld-Famous Fr ias Hal f -Bol ic  Ref lector .  Amazing design al lows s imul taneous recept ion over s izeable arc
o f  t r ansm iss i on  l oca t i ons .  C i t y  g rade  (80  dBuV)  r ecep t i on  f r om d i s t ances  o f  280  km on  VHF  (45  MHz)
th rouEh  UHF  (900  MHz) .  Th i s  i s  huge ,  bu t  eas i l y  t he  bes t  a l l - a round  deep -deep  f r i nge  an tenna  sys tem.

SPRSCS '99.  SPACE shot many hours of  v ideo dur ing SPRSCS '99 to prepare fbr  the (nou arar lable )  9901 -  990.1
one-hour TV shorvs.  ln "Raw Video" you have everyth ing shot ,  befbre edi t ing.  inc luding mater ia l  done by Robrn
Colqulroun fbr the Dr Overflow software explanation - still not edited into a TV show. 4 hours, PAL.

Please send the following:
f  T B  9 3 0 1 / $ 1 o ;  f  T B  9 3 0 2 / $ 1 0 ;  n  T B  9 3 0 3 / $ 1 0 ;  I  T B  9 3 0 4 / $ 1 o ;  I  T B  9 3 0 5 / $ 1 0 ;  !  L o s t

Ar t -Rhombic l$2O;  n  20-40 '  D ishes /$20;  f  F r ias  Ha l f -Bo l i c /$20 -  o r
n  TB93O1/9302/9303/9304/9305 -  $40 -o r - [  Rhombic l  2O-4O'D ishes /  Ha l f  Bo l i cs  -  $50 -o r -

I  TB93O1/9302/9303/9304/9305 +  Rhombic /2O-4O'  D ishes /Ha l f  Bo l i cs  -  $BO.
V ideo:  I  Space Raw V ideo/$35:  f  SPACE Pac i f i c  Repor t  (see  top ,  f i r s t  s ide)  +  Space Raw
Video /$85 .  To ta l  o f  o rde r  -  $ ;  l f  cu r ren t  SPACE member ,  mu l t i p l y  t o ta l  by  0 .7  t o
ob ta in  d i scoun t  p r i ce  (NOTE:  No  d i scoun t  app l i es  t o  Raw V ideo  o r  SPACE Pac i f i c  Repo r t )  -  new
discount  tota l  $  .  I  wish to pay th is  by t r  Cheque (enclosed) I  VISA E Mastercard

C a r d  n u m b e r expi res _ l
Q h i n  t n  (  
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Each of these editions researched, created by "Coop" to help you solve tough aerial problems

Mailing address

Town/city
your slgnature

l
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Return to:  SPACE Paci f ic ,  PO Box 30,  Mangonui ,  Far  North,  New Zealand or  fax to 64-9-406-1083
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COOP'S COMMENT
Buried deeply within the current Australian

Government plan to sell off a piece of
national telecommunication provider Telstra
is a "bone" for the television world; A$12O
mill ion to be spent in fixing what the
bureaucrats label "Black Spots" - areas
where terrestrial TV reception is poor or
impossible. In a paper created to-support the
hoped for passage of (thel Broadcasting
Services Amendment Bil l (1999), the
Department of Gommunications, Information
Technology and the Arts tells us how
Government plans to implement "black spot"

August 15, 1999

eradication.
"Television Fund - lssues Paper" suggests (and I quote) "The black spots program will

require a 'decision-maker' whose key responsibility will be to make final determinations
on which applications will be approved and funded. Applications (for fundingl would be
assessed against guidelines developed in consultation with industry and community
groups."

The very next paragraph says, " An independent Board will be appointed by the
Minister to perform the 'decision-maker' role. Although, the Minister will appoint the
members of the Board and approve the guidelines for assessing black spots applications,
he/she will have no involvement in determining which projects are to be funded under the
black spots program."

The first quotation says "a decision-maker's key responsibility will be determining
which applications will be funded" while the second says "he/she (presumably the
Minister) will have no involvement in determining which projects are to be funded."
Unfortunately, most of the lssues Paper reads as if it were written by a committee with
widely divergent views only a paragraph removed. The section devoted to explaining

.how a single home with poor or no quality terrestrial TV reception will gain ABA approval
to access Central 7, lmpatia, WIN or GWN provides very little comfort. Gommon sense
tells me that if a home is willing to lay $1,500 on the line to purchase a satellite receiving
system just to gain access to one or turo of the satellite delivered "super stations," the
real decision has already been made. A home with $7OO invested in a TV set and half
that again already spent - with no result - in a rooftop aerial and mast does not rush out
on a whim and agree to spend $1,500 to get Central 7 and/or lmparja. They must really
get bad (or no) terrestrial reception to have made the $1,500 satellite decision. And no
amount of bureaucratic fine tuning by the ABA should derail that decision. Who is better
to judge whether existing TV reception is too poor to watch than the people who live at
the intended location for the satellite dish? Can the ABA do a better job of deciding how
good or bad the reception really is from a desk in Canberra?

The Television Fund paper strongly suggests that an entirely new level of bureaucracy,
and meddling in people's l ives, is the ransom the ABA demands to "approve" individual
DTH installations. we are betting the "person responsible" for approving or denying
individual applications will not be available by telephone, will not have an e-mail address,
and won't answer letters. We are further betting everything possible will be done to
disguise who this person is, or to explain how he/she does the assigned job. lt will be
frustrating to those who have to sell and install DTH terminals, to the consumers who
have made the only decision that really counts (spending $1,5001 and wil l slow down the
wheels of commerce without offsetting benefits" There must be a better way to do this.

In Volume 5l Number 60
TRT provokes "Boom Town" and "Bust" mentality -p. 6
TBN Religion is new viewing / selling opportunity -p. l0

French fire latest pay-TV missile to 142.5E -p. 12
Broadcasting Services Amendment Bill challenges Australia -p. l4

Denartments
Programmer/Programming Update -p.2; Hardware/Equipment Update -p. 4;

SPACE Pacific Report (t ife in the potit icat tane) -p. 20;
Cable Connection (problems in digital terrestrial world) - p. 22; SaIFACTS Digital Watch -p. 24;

Supplemental Digital Data -p. 26; SaIFACTS Analogue watch -p. 27; with rhe observers -p. 29;
At Sign-Off (how thin our l ine really is) -p. 32

.ON THE COVER.
TRT. Under I m coverage via Optus 83 to Australia AND New Zealand. (p. 6).
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Condom on lhe cover
"My wile thought it was a pacilier which small

children sometimes use."
tM, NZ

"Prophetic prophylactic prophesy. Phooey!"
RLD, Victoria

"Do I have your permission to refer people to
SaIFACTS July lSth for everything they need to
know about smart card splitters?"

MadMax, South Africa
"0K . I give up. After months of telling mysell

there was nothing useful to learn here, I have
ordered an MK.l3 which arrives tomorrow."

SMM. NZ
"The guy who was found hanging from a tree

outside his home in Germany was a nice, quiet,
devoted fellow who loved his hacking just a l itt le
hit too much. He was a f riend and I miss him."

00, Europe
"ll those damned cards are s0 great, why did I

leel l ike I was committing a terrible act when I
sent off two ex.Galaxy cards to South Africa
(which were promptly replaced with one very
nicely working M0SC)?"

PTY, OId
"l think you got the attention ol the authorit ies

at Foxtel and suggest you lay off the subject of
hacked cards for awhile."

PC, NSW
"So now the l id is oll, how long before the

poison soaks into our water supply and we all
die?"

AZT, WA
"You may cancel my subscription immediately. I

don't care if everyone else in Australia is hacking.
I don't want this trash in my house. I love my
Foxtel and wil l ingly pay lor it!"

GD, OId
"Alter I read this report, I thought hackers were

strange people with social problems. I went to
visit a lriend with a dish. noticed SaIFAGTS on his
table and asked him about it. He smiled and pulled
a cloth off a table under which he had card
splitters and a computer running full.t ime. I would
never have guessed his interest or talents. lllow I
am really upset - hackers are just people, l ike you
and me!"

HL, Sydney
"Your editorial was correct . it did upset me.

Then I spent a few hours in a library researching
the status 0f Australian law coneerning things l ike
smart cards. And you know what? lt is a wonder
that people aren't hacking telephone cards and the
like - the law here is decades behind technology. lf
Foxtel and Austar want this to stop .the first
thing they should do is get some current
legislation adopted."

LSS. Melbourne
Surprise. Telephone cards are hacked-with MK13s.

tIPDffiE
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Arirang TV
went to full 24
hour schedule
August 12
featuring 30%
English audio and
70% English
subtitles. Service
is on AsiaSat 3,
FTA MPEG.2 DVB
compliant,
available for home,
SMATV and cable
systems.

SPN-Sports Pacif ic Network out of Nauru (11701, 1g()E), signed off the air with
an abrupt notice July 5 and notified cable and broadcast stations "we expect to be
off for about one month while doing some work on our uplink." Attempts t0 get a
c0ncise answer concerning when service expects t0 resume have been unpr0ductive
at press deadline.

TBN - Trinity Broadcasting Network, new 0n l1 701, will . under,,certain
conditions" - provide "free digital receiver t0 cable and SMATV affiliates" in pacilic
and Asia. First check out the service (3765/1385RHC, SR 29.900, FEC 7/g.yes,
that is a killer- programme channel 3) and then contact Ben Miller as
bmiller@tbn.org.

Astra, a trade organisation of pay-TV providers in Austraria, has imported carter
Elzoth from European anti-piracy trade association AEp0c t0 meet with Members of
Parliament and their aides - purpose? To explain first hand the steps being taken in
Europe to identify, control 0r shut down "piracy card suppliers" there. Astra is urging
Parliament t0 amend existing laws which they admit are totally out of date and"inadequare" to deal with threat of pay-Tv piracy in Australia. lf you have ever
wondered why there have not been highly visible court cases charging piracy in
Australia the answer is unfortunately that attorneys advise such cases would most
likely be lost if those accused of piracy have adequate defence attomeys."Adequate?" Meaning, "Anyone who researches the present law realises that card
piracy is probably not a crime at this time." AEP0c has had modest success shutting
down card piracy in select European countries but only at the "street vendor" level.
The manufacturers keep moving further and further east into what was part 0f the
ussR years ago. Bulgaria is presently center 0f major DPSC (digital pirate smart
card) manufacturing operations. And because pirates can pack everything they need
into the boot of a compact vehicle, these guys are very difficult t0 catch even with
the (rare) assistance 0f eastern European police agencies. Astra is managed by Debra
Richards who can be reached richardd@astra.0rg.au.

Members only club. Annual "meeting" 0f leading card hackers in world scheduled
for late August in small German town. At least one member 0f "press" has been
invited (no - not us! Dr. something.or.rather from Holland)t0 ioin with regular
attendees such as Cuba Libre, Dr lce, AlBundy, Snoopy, Sandokan and more.
Wouldn't you like to be a fly 0n the wall as they discuss the latest in card
technology? Wouldn't Mindport love to buy a transcript 0f the discussions!





Serious stuff
" l  was more curious than serious when ordering

the SPACE Pacit ic 'Deep.Deep Fringe Aerial ist
Engineering data'.  Wow! Double W0W!! l t  real ly is
possible, even practical,  to haul terrestr ial TV (and
FM) signals over 300 km paths with suff icient
quali ty to satisly most viewers. The Rhombic and
Frias.Half Bol ic plans are superb, very well  done.
And the Surface Wave logi looks l ike a perlect
winter.type shop project. I  had no idea this sort of
technology existed thank you for making i t
avai lable!"

LJ Joiner, (exlreme) northern 0ueensland
This super-antenna lechnology was developed in the
early 1 950s in North America. For most of us, large,
finely tuned, sensitive antennas for terrestrial VHF .

UHF reception are outmoded because of the ready
availabi l i ty of satel l i te signals. But there are many

secl ions of Austral ia (and elsewhere) that only have a
partial TV service with the nearest alternate networks

outlets well beyond reach oi "normal" antenna
systems. Here is something to think about . the

addit ional "path loss" of a terrestr ial TV signal
travel l ing 200 km is a mere 6 dB more than the same
signal at 1 00 km. And 300 km is only 9 dB less signal

than at 1 00 km. Basical ly, people give up too easi ly
when their favourite limited-gain off-the.shelf so-called

deep fr inge antenna fai ls to del iver. A Rhombic,
Half-Bol ic or Logi is the nexl step beyond the largest

commerciallv available c0nsumer antennas.
FM radio at 

'150 
miles?

"l have a cl ient on a (Texas) ranch 150 miles
from the FM radio stat ions he wishes to hear. 0n
top of a hi l l  behind his house is a 50 foot tower,
0n top a Winegard (brand) l6' long fr inge FM yagi.
There is 100 metres of RG-6 buried from the
antenna to the receiver. The reception levels vary,
rapid fading, sometimes gone total ly. Should we
look for a better spot for the antenna, bui ld a
tal ler tower?"

David Jeter, Oallas, Texas
First, while the 1 6 foot long yagi may be as big as
Winegard huilds, it is not large enough- it lacks

sufficient "capture area" to smooth out the peaks and
valleys of fading. Step one - a larger antenna with

significantly more caplure area (a Rhombic if you have
the space and most Texas ranches wil l ) .  Step two- a
antenna mounted low noise, moderate gain (not more
than 20 dBg) amplifier- but only if there are no local
stations that might overload the pre-amp. Step-three,
investigate the quality of the FM tuner being used.
There are some really sensitive tuners available .

c0ntact Mike Bugai at ikon@netcom.com for advice on
the best tuner currently available.

Sorry- wrong number
"When you telephone L&M (Melbourne) you hear

a recorded message saying they have gone into
voluntary l iquidation. I  wi l l  have to f ind another
place that can repair power suppliesl"

Jack Smith. Victoria
L&M created quite a stir in June because they

somehow gave MadMax the South African M0SC card
specialist the impression they would represent his
service and ECM blockers in Australia. When they

realised what they had done, they apparently wenl into
a panic mode and ran - fast . to the nearest exit.

UPDATE
r -
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Fine tuning linear and circular
signals. ADL has come out with their
AZ0P'120 Scalar Ring equipped with
a motor driven bezel. Remotely, you
drive the p0larisati0n determining
portion 0f the system by rotating the
feed. A 5-turn pot allows precision
setting 0f p0larisation as you scan the
skies from bird to bird. Various C and
Ku or C and C feeds can be
accommodated to solve virtually any
single dish reception problem. Details
from ADL on p. 5 here.

The photo may not be too
spectacular but the device is
attracting interest. In place 0f your
normal smart card, it plugs into the
CAM on your lRD. In the middle, a
"two card switch" that you operate to
select which of the cards you want
active, and a "blocker" to ensure the
cards are not hit by unfriendly bits.

How big is European piracy smart card market? A "tracking agency" there that
monitors such transactions reports just over 1 0,000 "Bulgarian" created DPSC
(digitalpirate smart cards)were sold during July. Average price? US$150 each.

UEG grey market receivers. Nationwide's pricing for UEC 642 and 660 models
(late July) is quoted as $780 for single quantity, $720 for 5 - 9. Another UEC 660
version is being imporled directly from Multichoice (the pay TV company) in South
Africa; Sciteq Pty Ltd, for example, offers it at $581, others have higher pricing on
same unit. lnternet postings anonymously suggest the Multichoice IRD is "grey

market" (meaning slightly illegal, immoral or fattening - take your pick), also claim it
has no warranty, won't work properly in Australia, does not have "proper" lrdeto
codes. Sciteq says none 0f this is true, our SatFACTS Web site posts reports from
people who have both and say they are essentially the same -the Multichoice "may

be faster" while the Australian version has the proper UHF modulator output channel
software. In a letter written late in July, David Dargie of Nationwide wrote, "May I
point out there have been some decoders (660s) imported illegally from South Africa.
ln all likelihood, they were stolen fron Multicharbe." lndeed. We suspect those
purchasing directly from Multichoice would be pleased t0 show their invoice provided
Nationwide shows their invoice from UEC (and we'd publish both here side by side).
To which MadMax in Web site posting adds, "l personally don't think the UEC
decoders are stolen in South Africa because they are freely available in large
quantities and cost a fraction of the price asked in 02." Like what price? "The going
price in bulk buys is around ZAR 1700 which is +/-A$420; for 100+ the price
comes down to around A$350." There is one more element- Mullichoice
"subsidises" UEC 660 lRDs through South African distributors which means the
street price for a South African consumer can be even lower than the numbers
quoted by MadMax. lf the Multichoice units coming into Australia are being
subsidised for South African use - then all bets are off!





Nobody saw it coming

TRT Turn-on cleans out Distrubutor
Hardware lnventories

Never - in the brief history of DTH in the pacific _ has a
single new free to air (FTA) service created such chaos. TRT,
national television for Turkey, is now being transmitted on
Optus 83, verticalpolarity, on 12.336 GHz. The good news is
that this is a very potent signal with a most unusual (first time
ever employed) "NANZ" beam that squirts 44 to 47 dBw
signals over a very wide area - from perth to all of New
Zealand. We show the official coverage map below. Reports
from New Caledonia indicate the signal barely makes it there
to a quality 3m dish - tending to veri$z the "twin illumination
footprints" the map here shows.

Sources at the Turkish Consulates in Melbourne and Sydney
suggest there are "40,000 Turkish/Kurdish speaking homes" in
Australia. The number in New Zealand is less well defined _
not believed to exceed 2,500. Suppliers such as Av_Comm,
Satech, Sky Vision and others believe they have heard from
"every one of these at least twicel"

TRT is linked from Turkey to perrh through Thaicom 3
C-band (3.565, SR 5.698, FEC 3/4). In perth, a firm called
Mediasat has installed a "gateway station" to take TRT off of
Thaicom, and link it to their Sydney TOC (toll operations
centre). There the TRT (1NZ - for International) feed is mixed
with other video and audio services and re-uplinked to 83 (see
tuning parameters, p. 7). Mediasat is a firm that provides
"links" to Australian domestic and international clients. They

act as a service provider by purchasing large amounts of
transponder space at the lowest possible rates and then
reselling that space in smaller increments for shorter periods of
time - at higher rates. It is the age-old "buy whollsale, sell
retail" world applied to satellite.

Mediasat's Paul Mullen says TRT will stay FTA "for at least
2 years" - that is a contract term. Now the fun begins. When
TRT first appeared on 12.336, only powerVu IRDs would
load it straight away - because, Mediasat utilises the powerVu

Possibly you have not seen this Optus footpr int  previously.  "NANZ" beam places 42 dBw over Darwin, 43
dBw over Sydney, 44 dBw over Perth and Brisbane, 45 dBw over Melbourne, parts of Tasmania, 46 dBw

over Auckland, Wel l ington, Christchurch and 47 dBw over a sheep ranch in Otago.
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1.2 dB Nf 1.0 dB Nf 0.6 dB Nf

47 dBw 90 cm 75 cm 60 cm

46 dBw l m 82 cm 68 cm

45 dBw l .2m 90 cm 75 cm

44 dBw l .3m lm 82 cm

43 dBw l .5m t .2m 90cm

42 dBw l .6m l .3m lm

4l dBw l .8m l .5m l.2m

Note: Antenna size and LNBF Nf given for 3 dB
above threshold margin -  typical  lRD.

MPEG-2 format. Mullen describes PowerVu as "the only truly
DVB-Compliant MPEG format" which sounds very much like
something SA would say. And nobody - including Intelsat,
agrees with that statement. So there was TRT on 12.336 and
surprise - many of those IRDs that normally can handle
PowerVu were not getting in. Sky Vision Australia quickly
found that if you used PID/PCD numbers, their IRDs would
play TRT (VPID 1360, APID 1320, PCR 1360). However, by
August 2, Mediasat had modified the TRT data stream such
that those IRDs that normally play PowerVu without PID/PCR
entry were now working normally. Mullen told SaIFACTS,
"We did a small change in the data stream to correct this." Of
interest - UEC 6421660 IRDs not only would not play TRT,
but until the data stream modification was done. these IRDs
locked up so totally on TRT that the only way you could get
the UEC to work again on anything was pull the mains plug
and reboot it!

TRT has done an excellent job of notifying the
Turkish/I(urdish community of its availability on satellite.
And this has attracted some new "competition" for the
established dealers and distributors. The timing could not have
been worse.

Even with the data stream "fix" the user requires a PowerVu
compatible IRD. This says older models (example: SK888)
are of no use for this service. Leon Senior at Satech: "In the
hrst week, I believe we could have sold 2,000 IRDs.
Unfornrnately, we were cleaned out of inventory in the first

couple of days and in our case, our (normal) Korean factory is
shutdown and not shipping for virtually all of August - because
of summer (there) vacation time. We faced a tremendous
demand and no equipment!" Garry Cratt at Av-Comm: "We

somehow got onto the 'preferred supplier list' and our phone
has rung off the hook. I have several observations. First, most
of the callers want the lowest possible price and refuse to
accept that cheap hardware equals poor reception and
reliability. I have never encountered such a bargain hungry
group before in all my life! Second, I am not going to
compromise our standard guarantee of performance or backup
warranty by being forced to come down to $850 installed."

Price is a concern here. Enter into the equation a Turkish
businessman who is making a number of interesting
"promises" to his fellow country men. First, he is importing a
Korean built Humax IRD. There is concern - which may be
settled before you read these words - that Humax is PowerVu
compatible. Humax is available in several models, a//
designed for Europe. The FI-CI version is the one coming to
TRT subscribers and it has a "common interface" slot for a
smart card. The importer also claims, "It will do lrdeto."
There is nq confirmation of this, either. The Humax FI-CI is
advertised in European magazines for the equivalent of
Australia $600. Then there is the second half of the promise -
perhaps a "carrot" to entice customers to his package of
equipment. He says he has talked with Optus about adding
"one or two Turkish pay-TV (read movie) channels" to the
Aurora platform. "If you purchase our (Humax) IRD package,
we will guarantee you access to these services when they
become available." Which makes the claim that the FI-CI will
do PowerVu and Irdeto most important.

With the assistance of a New South Wales dealer of some
reputation who has been enlisted to round up installers, the
Turkish businessman has gone back into his ethnic community
to offer a $850 package - IRD, dish, antenna - all installed.
The installers are to receive around $100 for their labour - and
be provided everything but the cable, clips and connectors. As
SatFACTS was heading to press, he was promising "hundreds

of install orders as soon as the equipment (Humax IRDs)
arrive." (see p. 29, here for update)

Obviously there is going to be quite a but of fall out fiom
this one. As Garry Cratt pungently observes, "one day they are
selling washing machines, and the next day they are satellite

The objective - TRT-lnternational

Channel Service VPID APID PCR

I Maharishi 1,550 1,520 r,550
2 (audio) tt22/23
J Mediasat I 1,260 1,220 1,260

4 Mediasat 2 1 ,160 l , l2o 1,160

) TRT 1,360 1,320 1,360

6 (audio) t322/23

Medisat 3 1,460 1420/21 1,460

8 #r012 3 , 1 9  1

9 4,000 4,000
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No bit errors - or as close to it as you are likely to
see. BER O.OE-6 of TRT signat in NZ on SA D9223.

TRT newscasts, much l ike Sky News London,
br ings viewers the dai ly Ankara front page.

TV experts. " And lest you think that sounds like sour grapes,
consider how many mistakes you made yourself in breaking
into this industry and how glad you were afterwards those
mistakes were small enough that they didn't bury you in the
process.

Even if the $850 price does not stick (the antennas, LNBFs
reportedly were first sourced from Hills, then cancelled), the
memory of the low-ball pricing will stay with us as a legacy for
years to come. And if it does stick - well, perhaps you have
noticed that inside of the Mediasat bouquet have been some
tests for some Thailand feeds. What is that about? paul
Mullen is not saying but there seems to be an excellent
chance that other countries will follow the Turkish lead and
link their own national feeds to Australia for redistribution on
an Optus satellite. Dare we suggest that one year down the
road, there will be several ethnic FTA services available off of
Optus? Or perhaps PAS-8?

Which leads us back to the hardware. For virrually all
existing Optus consumer installations, a single dish equipped
with a single LNBF has been the standard format. Meanwhile,
in Europe and North America, the more common antenna
configuration is a single reflector equipped with two (or even
three) LNBFs - each for a separate satellite. We have
previously seen how PanAmSat has provided users of the pAS
2 + PAS 8 satellites with modified C-band feed systems
capable of simultaneous reception from both satellites. This
format, on a much cheaper scale, is the way most installations
are done elsewhere. You start with a single (offset) reflector,

place a horizontal arm across the LNBF support, and hang two
or more LNBFs at appropriate spots on the arm to coincide
with the focal point for different satellites. We diaeram that
below.

In New Zealand, for example, twin LNBFs for Bl vertical
(Sky New Zealand) and 83 vertical (TRT and others in the
Mediasat bouquet). In Australia, as the uses for Bl srow
during the next 6 months (Internet distribution is cominglere
very shortly; Telstra's package before the end of this month).
twin LNBFS on existing or slightly larger than existing dishes
will allow simultaneous use of Bl at l60E and 83 at l56E
with a single reflector. A similar package could be offered to
add PAS-8 Ku to Bl (and 83) antenna systems. TARBS, as
another example, does not really require a separate dish from
l66E - only a new LNBF appropriately fitted to existing (or
slightly larger) B3/Bl antennas.

Of course when a single reflector is chosen for two or more
satellites, it should be a size or two larger (such as 75 cm
where 60 cm is now being used) to compensate for the I to 3
dB loss that always happens when a reflector is ',split" between
two satellites. And that is one of the "dangers" associated with
people who become over night satellite experts from
yesterday's washing machine sales floor. Without some
reasonable knowledge base in what satellite TV installation is
all about, and how it is growing by the month, you make
mistakes in selecting antenna size and type, LNBF format and
mounting configurations which can come back to haunt you.
The players here will only learn this the hard way.

(PAS-8: 166E)
8 1 : 1 5 0 E
83: 156E

158E

rh
t l
il

1.2 dB Nf 1.0 dB Nf 0.6 dB Nf

47 dBw l .2m 90 cm 75 cm

46 dBw l 2 m l m 82 cm I
Dish to 158E
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Full-time, Live, American TV Religion
is Available in the Pacific & Asia

The oldest, most established and some would say the most
respected "religious telecaster" in North America - and the
world - is Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN). Trinity is now
- since July 3l - available in the pacific and is scheduled to be
available in Asia as well from I September. In fact, the first
report of Trinity being available was through JcSat3 at l2gE
where Trinity first appeared on July 2g (3.99011160Vt, SR
5.026, FEC 3/4). Within days Triniry's live from the USA feed
also appeared on Intelsat at 180E buried inside ofthe partially
FTA i partially CA PowerVu bouquet on 3765lt385RHC (SR
29.900, FEC 7i8 - unforrunarely). This 1g0E MCpc bouquet
has been home to CNN feeds, networking links for the daily
Jerry Springer, Oprah Winfrey and other shows for
approximately one year. Officially, the bouquet originates in
Los Angeles (Pacific Television Center - often seen on test
cards here) with "10 Australia" as a client. There is something
slightly amusing about noting that Jerry Springer and TBN are
only a dial position separated on this bouquet. (l)

The "Ten Australia" bouquet, although listed here from the
beginning of its operation in our Digital Watch tables, has not
previously attracted major interest. TBN is likely to change the
situation - perhaps to the extent that other users ofthis bouquet
will be more conscious of what they are transmitting. There is
already evidence that "adjustments" may be underway. (2)

TBN began as a single low power UHF station serving a
small portion of Southern California. That was 1973.ln 1978,
the station went nation-wide using an RCA operated cable
television programming satellite. A surprise at the time - the
station was only slightly interested initially in getting carriage
by cable TV. Rather, they saw the satellite (correctly) as a way
to feed their local Southern California originated programming
to what would grow into a 650+ station "network" spread
literally all over the world. The founders of the small station.
Paul and Jan Crouch, followed in the footsteps of Ted Turner

This was the announcement up late in July advising
the new transmission location for TBN (which began

J u l y  3 1 ) .

in making the satellite their link to hundreds of affrliated
outlets. What Turner did for commercial television, Trinity did
for religion. And they soon had imitators. including the
controversial PTL service that was begun by TBN alumni Jim
and Tammy Bakker.

Trinity is an eclectic blend of revival religion and
family-values-television. lt is 24 hours a day from studios and
production centres scattered across America, mixing live
productions (largely religious and family values talk shows
laced with revivalist singing and guest appearances) with 30
and 60 minute slots purchased by a wide range of television
preachers. The time sold to preachers is a source ofrevenue to
TBN (the revivalists buy the time to be on the TBN system)
and each in turn raises his or her revenue from the viewers.
They offer prayer books, jewellery, special editions of the
Bible, and offers to "pray for you - the viewer" in return for a
(frnancial) donation. Some find this type of television

TBN founder (Dr) Paul Crouch (left) has led TBN from a local UHF station serving a portion of Southern
California to an international network of more than 600 TV stations from Russia and South Africa to the

USA. Station promos feature instantly recognised personalities - such as former President Ronald Reagan.



Although Trinity relies heavily on a cross section of peachers/ministers/pastors each of whom bring their own"take" on religion to the schedule, it basically follows three covenants: "Faith in God, Love of family,
(American) Patriotic Pride." And, it offers unique "gifts" to the faithful such as the TBN anniversary medallion

(right) which it promotes as a "Gift of Love for a loved one."

offensive and that includes most traditional religious
professionals.

One of the early battles TBN fought was a fear that by
importing "professional," evangelical preachers into a
community via television, the local churches would lose
attendance (and financial support). And in fact there has been
a certain loss wherever TBN (and others who have followed
their example) have gone. Balanced against this loss is the
spiritual value viewers place in having TBN available in those
many regions of the world where no organised religious
facility exists anyhow.

It should go without saying that TBN is a free to air service,
and will actually help persuade cable (and larger SMATV as
well as broadcast) stations to carry them by arranging for
equipment - such as IRDs - for this purpose. Their new Il80
feed replaces S-VHS tapes that have been bicycling around
between New Zealand, Australia, Samoa, Fiji and other island
destinations for more than a decade. Director of Engineering
Ben Miller advises, "Our tests on JcSat3 are part of our plan to
serve all of Asia as well. We have many interested Indian
cable systems waiting for service, but we will have to find the
correct satellite and the best footprint to make this happen."
They have a I September target date for Asia - JcSat3 does
reach India in the 35-36 dBw range and a tiny amount of signal
spills into New Zealand and Australia as well (in the 28 dBw
and down region - you'll need a qualrty 3.7m dish to see this
feed).

The Il80E feed - primarily because of the unfortunate FEC
7/8 choice - is going to make watching this service diffrcult for
any but professional installations - even ifthey leave the eirp
(power) "up." Engineer Miller has no illusions about this feed,
"It was never intended to reach individual homes." And in fact
with the 7/8 FEC, the difference in reliability into New
Zealmd and Australia at this point between JcSat3 and Il80 is
very small indeed (the Jcsat3 test signal to date has been FEC
3/4, much more friendly to smaller dishes).

If you sell and install satellite dish systems - as most readers
of SaIFACTS do for a living - who are the potential customers
for Trinity? Chances are the reputation of the service will get
to any potential clients before you do - TBN is synonymous
throughout the "family value" world for what they have now
spent more than three decades polishing into a frre art. There
is far more here than simply "religion" although the religious

message (in its many forms - there are Catholic, Jewish and
nondenominational presenters on TBN in addition to the
obvious born-again Baptist flavour) is very strong. If the full
24 hour, 7-day schedule is too much for any but the cable
operator searching for a new category of programming to help
balance out his existing programming, segments of the
broadcast week may not be. Perhaps the way to approach
locating clients for a TBN installation is to acquaint yourself
with the content (www.tbn.org) and then select those
scheduled shows which might have some appeal to specific
target groups. The programme schedule as a whole is or can be
overwhelrning and because there are multiple "faiths" on TBN,
there are conflicts between programmes which may do more to
anger potential dish system owners than convince them they
need this service. Their standard broadcast "day" is another
challenge - because of time zones. Like any intelligent network
with a broad range of programming to choose from, TBN slots
programming based upon time of day at the intended receiving
site. This creates special problems for the pacific feed on llg0
because when it is the correct time for the TBN children's
material in Perth, prime time (evening viewing) is in force in
Tonga. TBN is delaying the Pacific feed by 8 hours from
Califomia release - perhaps not the correct delay but a
recognition that we are not a part of the USA and require some
consideration for where we are!

1/ Slightly more amusing was a "shared

transponder" arrangement between the playboy
Channel and another North American religious

broadcaster in the 1978-198O era. playboy started
at 8PM local time - religion quit only seconds

before. More often than not, the church folks were
slow to switch off the religious feed at 8pM - it

was all on an "honour" system in those days and
completely FTA!

2l Tony Drexel of Free to Air Satellite, South
Australia, reported to SaIFACTS Daily he found the

bouquet went down 3 dB in level two days after
TBN started there. His call to Intelsat in

Washington, DC restored the level within hours
proving the power of the telephone.



8 programme channels of genuine French TV

Pacific Sat or Skytel?
Another Hat in the Pacific French Pay-TV Ring

What is it about people who live on islands in the Pacific?
They want to play "the game" but somehow never bother to
read the "rule book?" Yes, the promised multi-channel French
language pay-TV service is back. Well, sort of back. Then

again - it may not be the same one we were previously
promised!

The detail. Gorizont at 142.5E was so badly inclined that for
all useful purposes it had no useful purpose. So the Russians,
combining financial forces with American firm Lockheed,
quietly decided to shift the ex-on-loan AsiaSat G from l22E to

142.5F'. This in spite of previously announced Russian

intentions to stick ex-G around 75E. So now 142.5E has a /ess

inclined Gorizont (which the Russians and Lockheed have

renamed LMI-AP2 - the 2 being in sequence from APl which

as we all should know is hanging out at 130E). On July 29
(UTC) up comes a powerful signal on 3675 - transponder 6 in

the Russian way of counting. This is the 75 watt capable global

beam which has been a trademark of the last series of Russian

birds. The signal is analogue, PAL, consisting of a continuous

video "loop" that repeats itself every 12 minutes or so. Sitting

through the full loop, you are introduced to a new "8 channel

pay-TV package from Pacific Sat(ellite)." The package,

unlike the looping promotion, is to be digital, and you are led

to believe it will be located on the same transponder you are

watching - TR6 of LMI-{P2.
Pacific Satellite? They tum out to be a firm in Noumea (New

Caledonia). A search of the records reveals there are some

court awarded judgements against the firm amounting to many

thousands of (US value) dollars. What do they do for a living?

Apparently they have installed satellite TV systems, do general

television work.
And the 8 programme channels appear to be an almost

carbon copy of the Sky'tel promised package we wrote about in

May (see p. 32 that month for a refresher). Skytel had
promised 8 digital channels using a Russian satellite (130E

was so-mentioned at the time). Skytel claims Pacific Satellite
is not them, they "know nothing" about it. Strangely, both are
headquartered in Noumea, both have the same basic
programme channels, both are identifing inclined orbit
Russian satellites as their home base. Oh yes, Skytel in May
identified Pacific Satellite as " our installation firm."

Why would either of the firms be on 142.5E for a brief tkee

days? Possibly to "save face" over an embarrassing situation;
possibly because they got "free uplink time" - so why not!

The "real" French Islands pay-TV service - we are betting -

will be the Canal + package still scheduled for Intelsat l80E
on a steerable Ku beam to 80 cm dishes - they hope by
Cbristmas (see p. 2, SaIFACTS July). And these other guys?

Well, it makes for amusing reading on our Web site.

French Canal + off ic ials "went into a frenzy" when the cont inuous loop promotion for the perhaps hast i ly

renamed "Pacif ic Satel l i te" went on the air  f rom 142.5E'



It is 6PM on a Friday and you suddenly need 20
qualified installers for a special project by 8AM

Monday. There goes the weekend.

Two totally unexpected pallets of TRT capable
receivers just arrived at the airport. How do you get

the best price for them in the shortest period of time?

You have been given 24 hours
equivalent authorised for WIN
don't know a single person in

to locate aD9234 or
and GWN. And you
Western Australia!

The answer:

y' Instant access to thousands
y' Instant response

/ Confidential dealings

The medium:

http : //www. satfacts. kwi kkopy. co. nz

We caII it SaIFACTS Daily.
During July 6,236 penple accessed it because they needed latest in our industry.

Buy - sell - swap - locate personnel. All you need is our email address (stcyking@ctear.net.nz) or
fax number ( + + 64-9'406'l 083) and either a VISA or Mastercard credit card. Tell us precisely
what you wish said, how long you want it to appear on http://www.satfac6.h/vikkopy.co.nz. We

will get right back to you with a quotation of costs. When we have your approval, it will be on our
site within 3 hours!

SaIFACTS DAITY - On the ti/eb
"we alkffinds every weeko

to know the



Australia's Broadcasting Services Amendment Bill
has very curious language and intentions

First there was terresffial TV (transmitted through the air on

VHF and UHF by government licensed broadcasters). Then

there was satellite TV (transmitted through the air using

microwave frequencies from satellites with some programmers

licensed I Austar for example] and some not licensed IKIBC'
for example]). The terrestrial broadcasters have "squatter

rights"; they were there first, have made piles of money with

their licenses, and terribly resent any intrusion into what they

now call "their territory."
In the United States and the UK, satellite TV viewers can

receive satellite programming as well as terrestrial TV

programming - through their satellite dish. UK terrestrial

channels are fed directly from the studios ofthe broadcaster to

the satellite uplink, which eliminates any need for consumers

grappling with terrestrial rooftop aerials, ghosty images' and

interference on the screen when their neighbour cranks up his

lawn mower or cell phone.
New Zealand's Sky service and the New Zealand terrestrial

nefworks (TVl, TV2, TV3 and TV4) tried to work out such an

arrangement two years ago; they could not agree on the terms'

The New Zealand situation is unique, perhaps in the world,

because the Government regulators have essentially eliminated

all rules and regulations leaving the future development of

television (and radio) broadcasting to "the free market." (l) In

the United States, while many cumbersome regulations have

been eliminated, the watchdog agency (Federal

Communications Commission) still intervenes when it believes
"the best interest of the public is involved." Now Australia

comes to decision making time. How will tenestrial (the

original "free to air") television and satellite TV coexist in the

future? Should they follow the New Zealand format, eliminate

all rules and then stand back to see which side has the most

clout and cunning? Should they take the UK road and mandate

that terrestrial TV services shall be carried by satellite TV as a

condition to satellite TV being allowed to operate? Or the

American approach where the Government steps in to

recommend direction for development, establishes a few

ground rules and then steps back to allow market forces to

settle the fine Points?
Broadcasting Services Amendment Bill - 1999

Here is the problem. Television broadcasting and computer

based communications are merging; "live" television is

available on Internet, within the foreseeable future the

technology to deliver what we now call television broadcasting

through a telephone company owned and operated

wire/iable/fibre optic network will challenge over the air

broadcasting. On a parallel development path, satellite

1/ New Zealand law al lows a f i rm to gain a

dominant position in the marketplace aq long as
(they) do not use that position for the purpose of
prevent ing, deterr ing or el iminat ing competi t ion

Is this a sneaky way to "kill" terrestrial TV?

delivery of television as we now know it, and Internet as we

now know that format, are merging into a single "seamless

data stream." Already Government agencies are confused who

should be regulated and how the regulatibn should proceed. If

Telstra offers video over their telephone lines in Australia,

have they crossed the line into "television broadcasting?" If

C&W Optus offers telephone and Internet connections through

their cable television network, what are they - a telephone

company or a television broadcaster? If Austar adds Internet

services to their satellite TV package, are they a telco?

It is all a matter of timing. Regulations created to administer

telephone circuits are and have for all time - until now - been

quite separate from regulations created to administer television

broadcasting. And within television broadcasting, regulations

built around the concept of terrestrial free to air services fall

apart when applied to limited access pay-TV services.
Further complicating the job of regulators is the transition to

digital television. Analogue TV licenses are based upon one

licence for one transmitter which equates to one TV

programming channel. When the telecaster converts to digital,

one TV "channel" will support four or five (or more) separate

programme channels. Moreover, within a TV channel

specffum, the broadcaster could elect to transmit one (digital)

TV programme channel and with spectrum left over from that

also transmit Internet delivery, radio paging services, even

telephony. Obviously the rules created for analogue no longer

fit. And the demarcation line between television broadcasting

and data delivery i telephony blurs again.

The BSAB is an attempt - some are saying a convoluted

effort - to establish new ground rules for at least portions of

this quandary. The bill is being introduced by the sitting

Government, and is tied to "political objectives" of the present

Govemment.
The role of existins free-to-air broadcasters

As virnrally 100% of all existing television sets in use rely

upon terrestrial FTA television, and there is a 43 year record

of terrestrial broadcasting in Australia, Government does not

want to see any new technology applied in a manner which

jeopardises the continuation of FTA terrestrial TV service.

The broadcasters argue they were there first' provide a national

service, deserve to have senior status with protection from the

new guys. The new guys argue for a chance to become old

guys.
Point. Numbers released early in August from something

called the ACNeilsen survey of pay television audience in

Australia. For the first time ever' an accurate statistical

analysis of who pay-TV viewers are and how having pay has

changed their viewing habits. Two facts jump out - those who

have pay-TV now spend 46Vo of their TV viewing time

watching pay-TV. That's 46%o less time they spend with free to

air terrestrial television. And while only 7 .3o/o of all Australian

homes have pay-TV, the percentage of homes with pay rises

sharply for the higher income' better educated families'

Australia, like elsewhere, has seen the quick take up of pay by

homes with more money to spend. It happens that these are the

..1
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(Commerce Act of 1986).
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people many advertisers most wish to "reach." For homes with
$140,000 annual income, 43Yo already have pay-TV; for
homes with $100,000 and up, 33%.

Advertising for pay-TV is new, amounted to only $20
million in the first year. That's in a TV advertising universe of
$2 billion - loh of total. In USA, where pay-TV reaches i5yo
of all homes, pay advertising amounls to 20o/o of all TV
advertising. Terrestrial broadcasters (7, 9, 10 and their
regional affiliates) know what happens next - pay-TV grows,
pay-TV advertising grows, and revenue for free to air
advertisers drops as FTA broadcaster profits go down.

There are other challenges to FTA terrestrials. Pay-TV
generally delivers blemish free picture and sound. FTA
terrestrial delivers but the final link, the TV receiving aerial at
the home, determines how good the image is. And the
terrestrial broadcasters have absolutely nothing to say about
whether a home installs an adequate aerial or not. If a home
with tarnished FTA terrestrial signs up for pay, and finds the
quality of picture so dramatically better on pay (whether
satellite or cable), even less time is spent with the terrestrials.
What the terrestrials would like - as they have opted for in the
USA and UK - is to stay as FTA services but somehow
manage to have their service delivered as a part of the pay-TV
package. In this way, they get at least the same quality image
and sound into the home as the pay-TV folks. And this means
viewers choose their programming based upon programming
content, not whether the image is crisp and clear.

So how does the terrestrial broadcaster muscle into the
pay-TV delivery stream without letting on how worried he is
about the future? There is a very short window of opportunity
here - as they have leamed in the UK and USA. For a brief
period while pay-TV is serving 25 percent or less of the
homes, pay-TV will benefit from having FTA terrestrial
services in their channel packages. Once pay reaches a critical
mass of viewers, it doesn't need FTA to boost their growth.
And looking down the road to sale of advertising on pay-TV,
at some point pay would prefer FTA terrestrials offtheir data
stream because to keep them there gives the terrestrials more
clout when selling advertising time to sponsors.
The proposals

In a "white paper" entitled Television Fund - Issues paper,
produced by the Department of Communications, Information
Technology and the Arts, the Government proposes (parallel
to the Broadcasting Services Amendment Bill) to do the
following:

l) Identify areas (called 'Black Spots' in the paper) where
terrestrial television does not reach

2) Study how the Black Spots can be turned into regular
coverage areas, using a variety of technologies, and at what
costs to Government (and the public).

Here are the possibilities debated in the paper.
1) Build more low power relay / translator stations

2) Create a scheme that either mandates (forces) or
encourages (optional) pay-TV broadcasters to add to their

service bouquets the existing free to air channels making up
the 7,9, 10, ABC, SBS and where applicable 'community TV'
services

3) Create a system that encourages existing free to air
broadcasters to place their own existing terrestrial signals on
satellite such that viewers in their designated licence areas
could access the signals via satellite where terrestrial aerial
reception does not work.

The UK model simply places all five national networks on
satellite and viewers receive the exact same signal via satellite
(although typically at better quality) as they could or would
with an aerial in or on their home. Australia differs from the
UK in that non-metropolitan markets (regions) are served by
"Regional Broadcasters" who exist independent from the three
national networks (7,9 and 10). The USA model is similar to
Australia but on a larger scale - there are seven national
networks and in 230 "markets" or regions each of the national
networks has a local ffiliate station. The affiliates are like the
Australian Regional Broadcasters - typically owned separate
from the networks, carrying a mixture of national network
originated programmes plus programming the affiliate creates
or supplies on their own.

The USA "affiliate" and the Australian "Regionals" share a
major area of locally important programming - local news,
locally produced programming designed to serve the
geographic region where they operate. In the UK model, there
is virtually no local or regional service except that provided by
the national network. The Australian and USA systems
encourage local service and this local service is the strength of
the system. It also creates major problems for linking the
services to satellite.

In the UK it takes five programme channels out of a satellite
bouquet of 160 programme channels to bring national network
television to each home in the country. In the USA, it would
require 230 markets times 7 network affiliates in each or 1,610
satellite prograrnme channels to put all of the network
affiliated stations on satellite - in a universe of approximately
500 total satellite channels. This is clearly impossible with
existing technology and costs. Australia would require
sufficient satellite programme channels to allow each regional
broadcaster to place his regional and sub-regional mix of
nefwork (7,9 and l0) plus local programming on satellite; the
exact number of programme channels is not known but more
than the 5 of the UK and less than the 1,610 of the USA. This
model looks good on paper, but is probably not practical
simply because there is not sufficient satellite transponder
space available to accommodate all of these versions of
regional service plus a growing pay-TV channel selection. Nor
is there presently the funding available to allow regional
operators to pay the cost ofsatellite transponder space if it was
available.

In the Television Fund - Issues Paper, the Ministry argues in
favour of establishing a "panel" to make final decisions as to
which "black spots" will gain additional terrestrial service, and'
who will pay for these extensions. When "black spots" are
individual households, or a cluster of households too small to
justify their own terrestrial relay, the paper suggests
"(Government could) provide assistance to individual
households to obtain DTH reception. " This is one proposal of
many, included for debate not necessarily indicating a
dtr..rt"",h. MtrWvours in new legislation. The key to
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BS Amendment Bi l l  -  cont inued from p. 1b

"black spot" correction, the paper urges, is to first determine
the number of people affected by reception problems and then
(2) quanti! the size ofthe black spot, (3) define the number of
channels with inadequate reception within the black spot, (4)
suggest how many additional channels should be available, (5)
determine that as all terrestrial television transitions from
analogue to digital format, whether the present analogue black
spot will be covered by a new digital transmitter, and, (6) the
cost ofthe preferred solution.

At this stage, nobody is even estimating how many black
spots might be catalogued. If one home standing alone in a
poor reception area is a black spot, the total number could
easily pass 50,000 nation-wide - some of which will contain
thousands of homes, others only one or two. The sheer size of
a project to identi$r every black spot across Australia is the
stuff bureaucracies (and years of tedious, expensive studies)
are made of. Identifying btack spots first, and then deciding
how to resolve their dilemma, could easily consume 3 to 5
years of bureaucratic work. In that 3 to 5 years, frustrated
black spot viewers increasingly will turn to pay-TV delivery
while the terrestrial broadcasters are changing over from
analogue to digital - and because DTT (digital terrestrial
television) covers far less area than ATT (analogue terrestrial
television), by the time the bureaucrats have identified the
analogue black spots there will be an entire new world of
digital black spots to tackle. None of this bodes well for the
frustrated TV viewers who could at least be gaining access to
the limited services of GWN + WIN (in Westem Australia) or
Imparja + Central 7 (in the balance of the country) if the ABA
would approve their individual requests to become Aurora
viewers.

About which the Television Fund paper notes:
"The new regime wi l l  re ta in ex is t ing f lex ib i l i ty  for

the retransmission by self-help groups of terrestrial
and satell i te-delivered services, both within and
beyond the l icence area of the originating service
(wi th ABA permiss ion) .  The new regime wi l l  a lso
clarify the ABA's power to approve direct to home
(DTH) reception of commercial satell i te broadcasting
services, beyond the l icence area of those services, in
order to address black spot reception problems."

Which brings us back almost full circle to some candid
admissions in the Fund paper. "There is no simple, uniformly
agreed, definition of what constitutes a black spot television
reception area." Or, "Operating guidelines for the black spots
program will need to address whether black spots funding
should be restricted to fixing genuine 'holes' in the coverage

areaof a television transmitter, or if a wider definition of black
spots should be adopted to cover other cases ofpoor reception.
This may include, for example, where viewers are located on
the edge of the primary coverage area of the television
transmitter. This will in turn raise the issue of how an
acceptable 'quality' of reception should be defined. It may be
necessary for operating guidelines to incorporate a technical
standard which addresses this issue."

Obviously the Ministry, in creating the Television Fund
paper, is some distance from concrete decisions regarding
correcting for black.spots. Unforhrnately, this honesty to admit
they don't have either the answers nor a plan to proceed is not
stopping the Govemment from pushing ahead for the early
adoption of the BSAB '99 Act "during the spring session of
Parliament."

The proposed amendment reads:
Schedule 2 / subclause 7(2), add (2) as follows:

"(2A) Each commercial  television broadcast ing
licence is also subject to the condition that the
l icensee wi l l  not provide commercial  television
broadcasting services under the license outside the
license area of the license unless:

a) the provision of those services outside that
license area occurs accidentally; or

b) the provision of those services outside that
license area occurs as a necessary result of the
provisions of commercial  television broadcast ing
services within the l icence area; or

c) both:
(i) the licensee satisfies the ABA that the

provision of those services outside that license area
occurs in exceptional circumstances; and

(i i )  the ABA has given permission in wri t ing; or
(d) al l  of  the fol lowing subparagraphs apply:

( i )  the f i rst-mentioned l icensee sat isf ies the
ABA that there is a person (the eligible person) who is
in a commercial  television broadcast ing l icence area
(the second licence area) that is not the same as the
f i rst-mentioned l icence area and who is not receiving
adequate reception of a commercial broadcasting
service provided by a commercial  television
broadcasting licensee for the second licence area;

( i i )  the provision of the f i rst-mentioned services
outside the first-mentioned licence area occurs only to
the extent necessary to provide adequate reception of
the f i rst-mentioned services to the el igible person;

( i i i )  the ABA has given permission in wri t ing."
Obviously, interesting days - and years - are ahead.
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Playing politics
For most citizens, laws are made by elected offrcials (or by

bureaucrats hiding behind some regulatory scheme) and the
process of how a proposal turns into 'law is foreign and
mysterious. Setting aside the live coverage of Parliament on
ABC-TV (and Parliament radio on Aurora), most of what we
hear or are told about is cloaked in party loyalty and getting
something down and dirty on "the other side."

Some proposed laws cut across party platforms and may
actually have few opponents. The proposed Broadcasting
Services Amendment Bill (No. l, 1999) should 6e such a
proposal. The new Bill is a near carbon copy ofan offering of
the same name from 1998, a bill that lapsed into obscurity
within the calling of the most recent Federal Election. "Near

carbon copy" but not quite. There are important additions
which deal with the recent revelations by the ABA that this
agency does not (now) believe it has the authority to approve
"out of market/region DTH reception" for would-be
subscribers to Imparja and/or Central 7. We, more than any
other group, have been badly shaken by a sudden reversal in
late June that saw routine approvals for Imparja and Central 7
shut down. The ABA advised Imparja and Central 7 that
viewers who live inside of a paper predicted coverage region
of another station (such as WIN-TV) would no longer be
granted "special approval" for DTH reception, almost
simultaneously to the Second Reading of the 1999 Bill.

Mr McGauran (Gippsland, Minister for the Arts and the
Centenary of Federation) speaking to Parliament on June
28th, told the members -
"The government has consulted widely with all relevant
interest groups on the proposed retransmission arrangements,
and on associated provisions to protect regional broadcasters
from the rebroadcast ofprograms on regional pay TV services,

which are substantially similar to prime time metropolitan
television programming. "

There are three "intereSt groups" in this action:
1) The terrestrial television broadcasters who fear the arrival

of competition from satellite delivered programming,
2) The residents ofhomes located in areas served by regional

broadcasters,
3) The people (and frms) who sell and install the television

reception equipment that makes all of this possible.
The third group is us, you and me. Do you recall being

"consulted" (widely or otherwise) by anyone prior to the

introduction of the Broadcasting Services Amendment Bill?

Thought not.
Every year there are several thousand bills considered, and a

few hundred manage to attract serious interest. The difference
between a bill that is well thought out but left to lapse or never

even rhake fnst reading - and a bill that goes through the
process of debate and vote - is public interest. Or, private

interest. Public interest serves everyone - or a wide body of

the populace. Private interest serves a narrow group or even a

single individual or firm. Public attracts wide spread interest,
private tends to be buried out of public view and is the stuff

that competitive political parties salivate to dig out and bring

to public view in hopes of embarrassing the party in power.

Each of you has a Member in Parliament. He or she

appeared by name on the ballot you studied when voting. This
person is your link to Parliament. If your Member is a current

and up to date person, there will be an Intemet Web site with

their name on it. Most such Web sites have a feature to allow

sending of e-mail to the Member. Unless you are already on a

first name basis with your Member and can pick up the

telephone to gain his or her ear, using the e-mail input system

is by far the best way of making your Member aware of your

concerns about a pending piece of legislation.
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64-9-406-1083 or use information request card, page 34, this issue of SaIFACTS' Page space
within SaIFACTS is donated each month to the trade

association without cost by the publisher.



This issue of SaIFACTS contains several reports devoted to
the pending legislation (see p. 1, 14, and 22 aswell as here).
Each of these presents a different perspective on how the
Broadcasting Services Amendment Bill (1999) might affect
not only the way you do business but the way your customers
watch television for decades into the future.

This Bill can in theory appear before Parliament at any stage
from today (August 9th in fact) until the end of the "Spring

Session." When it appears on the floor, how it is presented,
and what opportunity is given for serious input to be voiced by
all Members will depend largely on how the Goverrunent of
the day views its chances for success.

This is a technical Bill. It does not create a new law, it
modifies an existing law (from 1992 - the original Act to be
modified). When you study the proposed new Bill, it only
makes full sense if you have open before you a copy of the
1992 Act since the new Bill's language is written around ,
"delete paragraph this and substitute paragraph that." The Bill
deals with far more than simply redefining DTH coverage
areas - and ofall that it tries to fix, DTH coverage areas are at
the bottom of the list for most Members of Parliament because
this procedure is almost impossible to understand for anyone
outside the ABA, the television broadcaster's club, and the
satellite DTH industry. For example - also in the Bill and sure
to attract interest - a requirement that cable (and satellite)
firms picking up and carrying free to air terrestrial signals frst
have the written approval of the broadcaster. And, a section
dealing with clarifoing some of the regulations found in the
Copyright Act of 1968 as the new satellite and cable
technologies require. And a change in law that would prevent
broadcasters such as 9 from buying up sport event coverage
rights and then sitting on those rights and denying the public
access to the event at all.

The opportunity to actually influence the outcome of a Bill
such as this is not great, but the situation is by no means
hopeless. The first step is to gain access to the Member
representing you and your district. The second step is to try to
educate him or her on why some aspects of the proposed
legislation may not.be good for the district. The third step is to
gain publicity for your views. One way to do this is to spend
an hour with a reporter for a local or regional newspaper,
explaining what is at stake here and why a wrong decision in
1999 could have significant impact on TV viewing options as
soon as 2001 - when DTT (digital terrestrial television)
launches.

We cannot and will not tell you what you should say or how
you should say it. That is up to you to decide based upon the
best information you can locate to study the likely problems
facing television reception. What we will suggest is this. The
decisions about tb be made will cast into stone technical
standards which will outlive most of us. There is at least a
chance that the approach of the' Broadcasting Services
Amendment Bill (1999) is based upon faulty reasoning, faulty
engine"ering studies or both.

If COFDM terrestrial TV (see p.22) is not the best choice
for ,A,ustralia, the only way out of that decision after 2001 will
involve junking every new digital TV set built and sold for
COFDM reception and starting all over with something more
appropriate to the Australian environment. Members of
Parliament should be made aware that their "vote" for
something this complex and technical should not be done
without adequate opportunity to hear alternative views.
Mistakes made here will be expensive and difficult to corr€ct.
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Selectine the best digital tenestrial TV standaxd
During July something quite unexpected happened in the

United States. Two years after the television broadcast
industry and the federal regulators made an informed decision
about which standard would be utilised to transmit digital
terrestrial television, a panic attack has swept the industy.
What is most unusual is that as we write these words more than
60 brand new digital TV stations are now operating and
another ll0 are planning to operate as soon as their
construction is completed (by the end of this year). Already
several billion (US) dollars have been spent to allow TV
stations to change over from analogue to digital.

The panic attack involves the now three year old decision to
utilise something called 8-VSB transmission protocol. This
format, developed by American firm Zenith, creates the
precise method of marrying digital data streams to a
transmission carrier. If you understand how analogue works,
8-VSB is the "FM" part of analogue.

Four different "modulating techniques" were considered in
the States, each had advantages and disadvantages. A late
entry, developed in Europe and not available during the five
year study of modulation techniques until the very end, is
called COFDM. It is the COFDM technique which has been
adopted and already put into operation in Europe; the UK has
more COFDM operating today than all of the rest of the world
put together. Australia is testing with COFDM, has made a
formal decision to use this modulation technique when HDTV
(high definition television) is launched there commercially in
2001. Standards New Zealand, a quasi-offrcial but not
Government mn agency, has voiced its approval for COFDM
as well. There is another name for COFDM - one preferred by
Australia and New Zealand technical people - they call it
DVB.T.

A major television broadcaster, Sinclair, in the States has
installed a COFDM transmitter in Baltimore along side their
pre-existing 8-VSB tansmitter. The two can operate
simultaneously and every care has been taken to ensure that in
terms of ffansmission power, the two are equal. Sinclair
believes the American decision selecting 8-VSB may have
been h mistake. Their side by side demonstrations hope to
provide a test bed where the issue can be re-examined.

Meanwhile, the 60 (and growing) 8-VSB format transmitters
have been battling a plzle. Areas close in to the transmitters,
where the signals are strong, are having significant problems
resolving a digital image with sufficient qualrty to get above
the bit error rate threshold. Plenty of signal, and, plenty of
errors. The 8-VSB format TV receivers are simply rejecting
the digital data stream because of comrpted data bits. The

- lmpedance match
between TV aerial
driven element(s)
and transmission
line

<- lmpedance match
between transmission
line and digital tuner

problem has been haced to multipath reflections. Strong
signals, to the point of overloading the sensitive DVB-T
receiver terminals, are aniving at the TV set location by
multiple routes. Signals travel directly from transmitting
antenna to the receiving Antenna, and simultaneously, hop, skip
and bounce from tall buildings, metal roadway signs, concrete
walls and sheets of tinted glass to the receiving location. Some
of these hop-skip-bounce signals arrive sigrificantly delayed in
time from the direct sigrral. "Significant" in the case of DVB-T
is 0.2 microseconds - that is enough to make the data bits in
the data stream "overlap" inside of the receiver. Just as the
receiver is processing a "l-0-1" sequence here comes a slightly
weaker and delayed in time u0-l-0" sequence. The DVB-T
receiver is confused by two sets of instructions, cannot sort it

4 
dB mismatch

I
J o.t dB mismatch

reflection back

l"f'
reflection back to
antenna

out, and goes into a shutdown mode. As a satellite
professional, you recognise this symptom - pixelation when a
signal is on the edge and then afreez.e frame and lockup of the
image.

COFDM, on the other hand, has been demonstrated to
handle these delayed or echo signals with better results. The
answer - and there is one - is multi-layered. If the receiving site
installs an outdoor antenna of appropriate "digital quality," the
echo or delayed sigrals are reduced if not eliminated.
Unfornrnately, when you live in a high rise building in New
York City (or Baltimore) and the "roof' where your TV
antenna would go is 300 feet above you, installing your own
dedicated "digital qualrty" TV antenna may not be an option.
This is a serious problem for metropolitan would-be digital TV
watchers. Sinclair,. the people running the tests, say "1nftrs ls
not acceptable." They mean - "8-VSB wss a mistale and we
should stop right now and corwert to COFDM;' With billions
of dollars already invested in 8-VSB transmission facilities,
and digital TV receivers rolling off the production lines in
increasing quantity, this is a tough pill to swallow. There may
be an alternative - but ifthere is, it has not happened yet. And
that would be "better software" in the DVB-T receivers,
capable of distinguishing between the "real" signal and the
"echo" signals and eliminating the false ones. DVB-T receiver

t



manufacturers (such as Sony) don't yet claim they wilt be able
to do this, and that is worrying the US TV broadcasters who
have years of work and billions of dollars invested in 8-VSB.

There is a flip side. 8-VSB may be a challenge close in to the
transmitter sites, but everyone - even the British who
champion COFDM - agree it is superior to COFDM for long
haul fringe area reception. 8-VSB in our satellite language .is
akin to a satellite signal with an FEC of l/2. COFDM is akin
to a satellite signal witfr an FEC of :7/8,. We,all'know what that
means - FEC l/2 works to smaller antennas. or,in the terrestrial
world, travels fuither before pixelating. This would be a good
point to remind yog thdt Australia will usd COFDM, New
Zealand says they plan to; COFDM works in the UK because
over the,decades of TV development; main stations,and relays
have been situated such that virtually no area is more than 40
km from a re-lay station. COFDM woqks quite well to 40 km;
100 is quite out of the question. In the:USA, TV stations build.
huge towers (2,000 feet is not unusual) and cover very large
circular regions - often as much as 300 km across (or fiom the
station, out to a point 150 km distant). Australia's "fringe"

areas - as well as those in New Zealand, where signals are
already weak and degraded on analogge will simply disappear
totally with COFDM. Think of it this way - the present
analogue coverage is like FEC l/2 service; when the digital
turns on and attempts to cover the same region, the FEC will
jump to 718. The fringe areas will move in - British experience
suggests it will shrink by no less than 20yo (or 8 km if the
analogue coverage is a 40km circle).

And there are other problems related to "echoes." Terrestrial
TV aerials are basically low tech devices put together by firms
with spare time on their aluminium lawn chair production
lines. Real engineers with degrees in antenna physics are as

rare in lawn chair production facilities as real politicians who
pay for their own lunches.

Because 8-VSB is so sensitive to echo signals, the American
TV aerial industry has gone througlr a revolution during the
past 12 months. Real engineers with real degrees have been
hired to sort out what is happening to the dp"licate g-VSB
signal as it flows over the rootop aerial and offers some of its
precious energy to the attached transmission line. The'answers
are not revolutionary but a reminder that analogue was pretty
dary4ed forgiving! As we show-on the opposing p3ge, rif there
is an impedance mismatch'between,the transmission line and
the TV set tuner, som-e of the errergy (we bhow 

- 
a 4.5 dB

pismatch) is iefuse{ passage to:tl1e tuner: It goes backwards
(is reflected) towards the TV antenna. If there is also a
mismatch befween the ffansmission line and the antema (we
ghow a 6 dB mismatch), some qf that energy is rejected by the
antenna as well and it flows again to the tuner. By bouncing
ftom antenna to tuner to antenna and back to the tuner.- transit
time is added'to the signal. This creates an echo - d delayed
signal. Which compounds the .8-VSB DVB-T receiver's
decision to accept or reject the data stream it is given. A 30
metre kansmission line between antenna and receiver adds
around 0.2 microseco.nds delay (echo) to the data stream.
Worse yet, the echo keeps recycling until after four or five up
and down trips it runs out of steam. And since the data stream
is constant, there is a never ending circle of energy flowing in
both directions because of antenna-transmission line-tuner
mismatches. In effect, multi-path is built into the .antenna-

transmission line - digital tuner system!
All ofthis strongly suggests terrestrial digital television has a

long ways to go before it :is successful under the same
conditions as analogue is today, Welcome to the 2lst century.
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Receivers and Errata

NDS encrypted; oftcn FTA

Feeds-FTA SCPC

FTA(Adult2l offair???)

iky News 24 hr, sport fceds FTA?

Ws testing FTA - still active???

FTA: 2 audio channels?

FTA

PowVu typ CA

PowerVu CA

PowVu CA

Tesls, promos, some FTA

FTA

FTA; diffrcult to load

Irdeto CA

Irdeto CA

FTA (lndian, Skai-TV)

FTA - may be only test

FTA (seen Australia)

FTA

FTA (TV5 teletext)

FTA SCPC, teletext

FTA SCPC , teletext,

FTA SCPC; radio APID 8l

FTA - #l Chinese, #2 Mongoltan

FTA SCPC - 'Ch. l" ;  also 3661V

FTA SCPC

Mostlv CA SCPC. some FTA

Some FTA SCPC

FTA, multiple radio channels

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC; teletext

FTA SCPC. radio

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC, radio

FTA SCPC - difficult

Nowlrdeto; l&3occ.FTA

PowVu CA-very poor signal level

FTA I video ch: ZakNet data CA

FTA SCPC. radio

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC. radio

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC

FIA SCPC

(rcmains) FTA-difticult to load

Was Eastem TV - now SCPC feeds

BIRD Service RF/IF &
Polarity

# Progrem
Channels

FEC Msym

r703t57E, Sky News 4143/1007R I 3t4 s(.632)

CNBC 4018/l l32L I 3t4 6(.000)

t704l6E IVS. Adult 2l 4055/1095R 4 314 27(.500)

Sky News + 3805/1345R 4 3t4 22(.520\

PAS4/6E.5E Nickelodcon + 4147/1003H I reDort€d tn 24(.000)

BBC 3743n401H 5 314 2l(.800)

ccTv 371611434H upto6 3t4 l9(.8s0)

Ap2t76E HMark/Kermt 37201t430H 4 5t6 2e(.270)

TVB-8 + 3849/l30lH 4 3t4 l3(.238)

Disney 3880/1270H J 5t6 28(.125)

AXN 39201r230H u p t o S 1t8 28(.340)

Thcm3f/8.58 ITC 3569/l58lH I 3t4 lo(.200)

MRTV 36661r484H I 2t3 4(.442)

UTV 3920il230H 6 3t4 26(.662)

UTVMCOT 3880/1270H 8 3t4 27(.500)

MeharJDDl 3600/1550H u p t o S 3t4 26(.662)

MvanmarTV 3666/1484H 3t4 4(.442)

TV Maldives 34121r738V v2 6(.3 l2)

Thai Globrl + 14251r725V u p t o T z t t 27(.s00)

As2/100.5E Euro Bouquet 4000/l l50H 6TV,l2r 3t4 28(.12s)

Hubci/HBTV 38541t296H 3t4 4(.418)

Hunan/SRTC 3847/1303H 3t4 4(.418)

Guan./GDTV 3840/13 l0H I 3t4 4(.418)

Inn Mongolia 38281r322H 2 3t4 4(.418)

Saudi Arabia 381 l /1339H I 3t4 3(.e05)

APTN A-O t799lt35lH I y4 5(.63 r )

WTN Jer/Lon 3790i 1360H I 3t4 5(.63 l)

Reuters/Singap3775il3' l5H I 3t4 5(.63 l  )

WorldNet 3764^386H I + 20 radio 3t4 6(.100)

Liaoning/Svc2 37341r416H I 3t4 4(.418)

Jiangxi/JXTV 37271r423H 3t4 4(.418)

FujianlSETV 37201t430H 3t4 4(.418)

Hubei TV 37t3/L437H 3t4 4(.418)

Hcnan /lVIain 37061r444H 3t4 4(.418)

As2/100.58 TVSN 4033/l l l7v 1t4 4(.2e8)

Sky Racing 4020/l l35v 3? ID? l8(.000)?

EMTV 400611144v lTV,2radio 3t4 5(.632)

KIBC 394011210v lTV,4 data' 2t3 26{.6ss'�)

Jilin Sat Ch 387511275V lTv 3t4 4(.418)

HeilongJiang 3834/l3l6V I 3t4 4(.418)

JSTV 38271r323V I 3t4 4(.418)

Anhui TV 3820t330V I y4 4(.4r8)

Shaenxi/QQQ 3313/337V I 3t4 4(.418)

Gueng GXTV 3806/344V I 3t4 4(.418)

Fashion TV 379611354V I 3t4 2(.533)

Feeds 3785/1365V I 3t4 s(.632)

L



BIRI) Service RF/IF &
Polarity

# Program
Channels

FEC Msym

(Asl-cont) Myawady TV 3766/1384V I 7/8 s(.080)
Saudi Ch I 3661/1489V 3/4 7(.t28)

As3S/105.5E Arirang TV 3755/1395V 7/8 4(.418)
Star TV 3780/t370v ITTV? 3/4 28(. r 00)
Star TV 3860n290V I4 TV 3/4 27(.s00))

26(.8s0)Star TV 3880/1270H I2TV 7/8
CNNI 3960/l  l90H 4(+?) TV J t q 26(.000)

Star TV 4000/l  l  50H 7TV 7/8 26(.850)
Cakl/107.1E Indovision

S- band
2.s36, ( .566,
.s96,2 626)

33+ s/6 20(.000)

Sinoat l / l l0E Shanghai 4106/t044y I 2/3 4(.443)
c2Mlll3E Space TV 4000/l I 50H l l 53/4 26(.6ss)

Mega TV 3780/1370V 5? 3/4 27(.500)
C Net Taiwan 3760tr390H I  lTV. l0 r 5/6 2 l (  0 9 1 )

RCTI 3475/1675H I 3/4 8(.000)
JcSat3/128E Trinifv Bcst 3990/1 l60v 3/4 s(.026)
LMI APVI3O THT 3725n425L I (PAL format) 3/4 6(. l  08)
APIA/I348 Gansu TV 3769/t38lv I t/2 6(.e30)
APl/138f, Re uters 3742/t408y I 3/4 s(.632)

30(.000)Viacom 3860/r290v u p t o 6 3/4
SDTV 3980/l  l70v I 3t4 4(.686)

Optus 83/156 Mediasat t2 336V 5+TV, 3+ rad. 30(.000)
Optus 83/156 Aurora 12.59s,.720v17+.21+ rad. 3/4 30(.000)

30(.000)Aurora t2 407j32V l7+,21+ nd 2/3
Austar/Foxtel 12.438(.s64,

.626, .688)
45+TV, l2

radio
3/4 29(.473)

Optus Bl/160 ABC NT feed 12.256V lTV,3 radio 3/4 5(.026)
Sky NZ l2  391, (418)v I9+TV 3/4 22(.s00)

\ (  4 )4 \Imparja feed 12.367H ITV 3t4
PASS/I66E ABC Interchs t2.332H l+ l+ l  TV 3/4 6(.e78)

TARBS 12.524H l0(+)TV 3/4 28(.062)
NHK Joho 4065/1085H 5 TV, I radio 3t4 26(.470)

Cal Bqt/PAS8 3940/t2r0H 4 o r 5 T V 7/8 27(.6e0)
CNN 3780/t370H 3 u p t o 5 3/4 2s(.000)

PAS-2/ 169f, GWN Perth t2.265V +r v,  /  raolo t/2 l 6(.200)
Telstra Bend. 12.300v 2 t/2 2t (997)

(#2\ HK PowVu 4148/1002v u p t o S 2/3 24(.430)
(#3) NBC HK 4093/1057v 5 typical 3/4 2e(.473)

7(.497)Feeds 3942/208V I  o r 2 L I J

ESPN USA 3860/1290v7TY .2 data 7/8 26(.470)
(#4) Middle East 3778/t372y q 3t4 l 3 ( .33  I  )

6(.620)Service I 3761 389V I 3/4
(BBC temp ) BBC + TFC 3743n407V 5 3/4 2 r(.800)

(#s) CCTVPowVu 3716/t434V 5 typical 3t4 le(.8s0)
TCS-Singap. 4183/96'�7V 2 t/2 6(.620)
NTV Japan 4t74t976H I 3t4 s(.632)

Feeds 4138/ l0 t2H I 3/4 6(.620)
CNNI HK 3996/tr54H ITV 3/4 e( 998)

Feeds 3967ll  I  83H l + L t ) 6(.6r 8)
7th Day Adv. 3957tn93H l ,  14 audio 3t4 7(.000)
PAS-2 feeds 3939/t2rtH 2 (NTSC) zt) 6(.620t7.498)

(#8) Cal PowVu 390t/r249H u p t o S 3/4 30(.800)

Receivers & Errata

FTA SCPC - difficulr

FTA SCPC; also see38l lV

FTA SCPC - strong!

NDS CA (Pace DVS2I l)

NDS CA (Pace DVS2I l)

NDS CA (Pace DVS2I l)

PowerVu-some FTA chs

NDS CA (Pace DVS2I l )

RCA/Thomsom IRD. Now more
dependable operation

FTA ScPc-difficult ro load

temp FTA, inc. adult pom

unknown encryption format

all TV now CA but subs available

FTA SCPC

Trinity test feed to Asia - pv FTA

typ. 0500-2l00UTC. FTA Russian

FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC

FTA & CA MCPC

FTA SCPC

PowVu, TRT /Maharishi FTA

CA, $50 smart card required

CA, $50 smart card required

DGT400 CA except FTA
TVSN and radio

FTA SCPC, Sydney - 30 minures

_NDS CA, 12.391 primary

backhaul feed/ hard to load

+12.324,.315 (was pAS-2 Ku)

CA announced for July I 5

rcA (D9234),,4 FTA
mixed CA + F-rA (EWTN)

PowVu, temp FTA

PowVu CA (D9234\

PowVu typ. CA (D9223 only)

PowVu, mostly CA, some FTA

Philips mux format FTA

FTA occ. feeds

PowVu CA; #12 bootloader

FTA -hard to load

occ feeds, FTA SCPC

PowVu; CA and FTA (BBC#3)

FTA (# pgm chs varies)

PowVu FTA,/snews ch coming

FTA SCPC feeds (occassional;

FTA SCPC

FTA - occasional feeds

FTA - World Cuo Cricket

1900-2030UTC. not dailv

FTA (NBA, shuftle-ryp NTSC)

Some CA, some FTA ( NTSC)



PAS-2/169E Disney 3804/1346H J 5/6 2r(.093)

Discovry Sing 3776tr374H 8 314 2l (.0e3)

Satcom l-6 3743^407H 5 7t8 l9(.46s)

t702n11E AFRTS 4 7'il973L 8TV, l2r.+ 3/4 26(.694)

inactive? Thai Bouquet 2.650H u p t o 3 T V tn l 7(.800)

I70l/r808 TVNZ Gennet 4
4
4
4

95/955R
86/964R
78t972R
70/980R

l (cA)
BBC/Gennet

1(CA)
APTN-Tokyo

3t4
3t4
3t4
3/4

s(.632)
5(.632)
s(.632)
5(.632)

AFRTS Pac 75t975L 3 radio 2t3 3(.6'1e)

(#e) RFO-Canal+ 4095/1055L 7TV, 5+ radio 3t4 27(.s00)

SPN Nauru 4081/1069R 3t4 4(.730)

NZ Prime TV 40241rr26L 2/3 6(.876)

RFO Polycast 385811292L 3t4 4(.566)

TVNZ TL 3854/1293R 3t4 s(.632)

TVNZ 3856/1294R 3t4 5(.632)

TVNIZ 3846/1304R 3t4 s(.632)

l0 Australia 3765/1385R 6 7t8 2e(.900)

PowVu (D9234) CA

PowVu (D9234) CA

cunently Middle East (4 chs)

PowVu (D9234) CA

FTA, replaced Space TV

DMVAITL CA all channels
occ. use, FTA irregular

around special event coverage

PowVu, CA audio (3 chs.)

Canal + (2) CA, rest FTA

FTA SCPC; weak signal

PowVu CA: network feeds

East hemi beam to Tahiti

SCPC mixed FTA. CA feeds

SCPC mixed FTA. CA feeds

SCPC mixed FTA. CA feeds

PowVu CA; #3 TBN

BOUqUetS: MCPC (multiple [program] channels per carrier) MPEG-2 content frequently changes. Primary FTA (free to air)

MCPC bouquets are as follows: l) Eurooean Bououet: (l) Deutsche Welle, (2) MCM, (3) RAI International' (4) RTVE (Spain), (5)

TVS Paris + up to 17 radio (some stereo) - see p. 2 ; 2) Hong Kone PowVu: (5) Ad Hoc NTSC feeds, (6) Ad Hoc PAL feeds; (3)

NBC HK (Hong Kong): (l) CNBC Asial, (2) CNBC Australia, (3) Test card (4) CNBC India, (5) Test card, (6) Occ feeds' (7)

CNBC test card-feeds; (4) Middle East [testing; (l) Antenne 1, (2) Lebanon LBC, (3) ART Australia, (4) RAI Australia; (5)

CCTV PowVu: (1) CCTV4, (2) CCTV3, (3) CCTV 9, (4) test bar, (5) CCTVI; (7) NHK JoHo: (l) NTSC Japanese, (2) NTSC

f,ngtish, (3) PAL Japanese, (4) PAL English, (5) NHK Radio, (6) NHK Premium; (8) Cal PowVu: (l) CMT INTSC] (CA 0l/07),
(2) Ad-hoc/CBS tNTSCl, (3) BBCINTSCI, (4) NAPA card, feeds , (5) Ad hoc feeds, (6) Bloomberg Financial [NTSC], (7) Golf
Channel tNTSCl, (8) MTA; (9) RFO-Canal+: (l) Canal+ [Polynesia], (2) Canal+ fNew Caledonia, (3) test, (4) test, (7) TOMI, (10)

TOM2, (13) TOM3 + radio on 5,6,8,9,1 1,12,14,15. NOTE: In digital listings, bold face denotes FTA or partly FTA.

MPEG-2 DVB RgCeivefSi (Data believed accurate; we assume no responsibility for correctnessl)

ADI MediaMate. FTA, NTSC-PAL outputs. (Pacific Digital Sys. Pty Ltd, tel 6l-2-8765-0270)
AV-COMM R3100. FTA, excellent sensitivity (reviewed SF May 1998). Av-Comm Pty Ltd., tel6l-2-9949-7417
Grundig DTRIl00. Mfg by Panasat S. Afric4 similar to Panasat 630; out of production, Irdeto capable (see AV-Comm, above)

Hyundai-TV/Com. HSS-1008/G (Pacific) and HSS-100C (China) FTA. Versions 2.2512.26 good performers, 3.1I later offered and

those with Nokia tuners good performers. Version 5.0 not so good. SATECH ([V2.26161-3-9553-3399), Skandia ([V3. ] l]

6 l-3-98 l9-2466).
Hyundai HSS700. FTA, PowerVu, search, SCPC/MCPC. (Kristal Eletronics 6l-7-4788-8906) [review March99]

Mediastar D7. FTA, preloaded with known services, exc. software (review SF July 1998). MediaStar Comm. Int. (61-2-9618-577'7)

Mulichoice (UEC) 660. Essentially same as Australian 660, not "grey market" contrary to reports. Sciteq (tel 6l-8-9306-3738)

Nokia ',d-box" (Vl.7X). European, FTA, typically German menu, capable of "Dr. Overflow" Intemet updates. Caution on this one!

Nokia 20005 (Asia/Pacific). Released Oct. 1998; equipped with CAM/PCMCIA slot, capable of Irdeto, others (factory will NOT

supply CAMs at this time); no Asia-Pacific sources known at this time (but readily available through European sources); review 1l/98.

Nokia 9200/9500/9600/9800. FTA, factory software does PowVu poorly, but has significant Intemet software support. Ultimate
play-around hobby machine but not consumer friendly. Original V1.63 had unique ability to search entire satellite to locate and list all

SCPCA4CPC services; latest (V5.X software) versions compatible with Dr. Overflow (V8.X) software from Intemet. CI (common

interface) versions available in Europe can be Irdeto compatible. No Pacific/Asia support; help from Av-Comm (61'2-9949''14l'7), and

software from wwW.BAKKERELECTRONICS.COM.98005 single chip released mid-May 1999.
pACE DVS-211 . NDS CA only (no FTA); Indovision, Star TV Asia. (Viva, Star News to Aust - Solution 42 6l-2-9820-5962)

PACE DGT400. Original Galaxy (now Foxtel SaUAustar) IRD, Irdeto, FTA with difficulty. (Foxtel Australia 1300-360818).

PACE DVR500. Original NBC affiliate IRD; FTA or Irdeto (WCAM). Similar to DGT400, more reliable. No sources.
pACE "Wortd Box." (DSR-620) Created for NDS non-DVB compliant MPEG-2, including Sky NZ.lnfo, ++49-21l-526-9833.

Panasat 520/630/635. MCPC FTA, Irdeto capable . Out of production; spares from UEC (fax ++27-31-593-370,)

Panasonic TU-DSI0. FTA, Irdeto CA. (see SF Aug. 1998). Aurora, (Evcom 6 I -2-93 16-5055)'
Phoenixl l l&222.FTA,PowVu.Exceptionalgraphics,easeofuse. (SATECH6I-3-9553-3399)(1l l  reviewMay1999)

Phoenix 333. FTA MPEG-2, analogue, positioner. Detailed review SF Nov. 1998. (SATECH 6l-3-9553-3399).
PowerCom. FTA, PowVu, exc. sensitivity. (Netsat 6l'2-9687-9903)
powerVu /powVu W223,9225,9234). Non DVB compliant proprietary format capable MPEG-2 FTA with optional software. 9234

sold for GWN and NHK Joho PAS-2, EMTV As2 , CA access; others for various CA services. (Scientific Atlanta6l-2-9452-3388)
praxis DigiMaster 9600 MKIV9800AD. FTA, PowVu + analogue.; (no longer supported in Pacific), was Skyvision - see below)
praxis 9800 ADP. FTA, PowVu, analogue, positioner. Review December 1998. (no longer supported in Pacific, see Skyvision below)

Prosat 21025. FTA, NTSC + PAL, SCART + RCA. (Sciteq 6l-8-9306'3737)
Samsung DSR2400: FTA, not especially sensitive, newly released in Asia; no common sources.

SatCruiser DSR-101. FTA, PowVu, NTSC + PAL. (Skyvision Australia 6l-2-6292-5850; Telsat64-6-356-2749)

SatCruiser DSR-20fP. FTA, NTSC & PAL digital, analogue, positioner. (Skyvision Australia - see above)

SK888. (aka DigiSkan from Sun Moon Star). FTA MCPC, Irdeto CAM capable. (Skandia 61-3-9819-2466)
UEC 642. FTA, lrdeto built-in, for Aurora + Optus DTH. ("Mondec" iack mount industrial version) (Nationwide 61-7-3252-2947)

UEC 660. Aust. Sky Ch. ( I version), Foxtel Aust. (2nd version); (now available for retail users at Nationwide 6l-7 -3252-2947)
yURI HSS-100C. FTA, rebadged Hyundai V.2.27 software custom to Australia (Nationwide 6l-'l-3252'2947)

l
1
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Maior Changes - Next 30 Days
l f  successful ly launched late in August, Telekom 1 at 108E wil l

be replacing Palapa B2R. The advance footprints do not look
encouraging for most of Australia - or New Zealand but such
predictions are not always accurate. Look for announcement
late August of new initiative by Australian Telstra to provide

Ku-band satellite lnternet downloading via Optus 83 and (this is
the interesting part) PAS-8. Installers will find new "work" here

as Telstra rolls out direct-to-home data feeds - an answer to
the Austar plan to do something similar " late this year."

Ap1Ail34E 3900/1250v CETV2

3980/l r70v CETVI

Apl/138E 4160/990H CCTVT

s7/140E 36751r475R Test Card mod. inclined

AP2n42.5E 3675/r475L Tests PacSat demo

sl6/145E 3675/475R ORT high inclined

3875/1275R Feeds, tests. high inclined

Lg2/146E, 3787 363H GMA poor s. eqtor

Me2/148E 4080/070H test card occ. use

crlls0E 4160/990H TPI occ. use

PASS/I66.5 3865/1285HNapa test card not full tirne

PAS2/I69E 3940^240V CNNI l/2 Tr format

t802n74E, A 661984R Feeds

4 '7'�ilg73R
Feeds

1702/t11f. 66/984R Feeds KBS Korea

4 87/963R Feeds Feeds

170ur80E 38 l0/1340R Feeds

3841/1309L RFO East beam

3845/1305R Feeds inc. USA

3930/1220R USA Feeds Typ. encrypt.

3975/r l75R Feeds

4060/1090L Feeds

4t30/t020L Feeds

2.720/420V Aurora MPEG Irdeto CA IRD see p. l5, l8 May

2.688/388H Austar MPEG Irdeto CA IRD list p.3 I

2.626/326H Austar MPEG Irdeto CA IRD list p.3 I

2.594t296V Aurora MPEG Irdeto RABS see p. 15,18 May

2.5641263H Austar MPEG Irdeto CA IRD list p. 31, July

2.532/t232V Aurora MPEG Irdeto RABS see p.15,18 May

2.480/l  l80v HBN Analogue PAL

2.438/l  l38H Austar MPEG Irdeto CA IRD list p. 3 l ,  July

2.40'�7/tt0'tv Aurora MPEG lrdeto RABS see p. I  5,18 May

2.366/r066V Mediiasat PowertVu FTA see p. 6, Aug

PA5-4/68.8 3785/1365VDiscov. India BMAC

PA5-4/68.8 3860/1290H ESPN Indian BMAC

Lp2/76E 3960/l  l90H HBO Asia GI Digiciphr2

c2trl3E 3930n220H Fil. Peo. Net GI 1.5 MPEG

ApUl38E 4100/1050v ESPN B-MAC

PAS2/169E 3836/13 l4H ABS/CBN GI I.5 MPEG

PAS2/r69E3989/r l6lV Fox/Prime Sal.5MPEG

DAILY UPDATES: Find out the latest changes in Asia-Pacific satellite activity, daily, on our Web site:
http ://www.satfacts. kwikkopy.co'nz'

Upcoming Satellite launches
NSS-K to 95E - 30 HP Ku, (still) "late August"

Chinasat 8 to I 15.5E- (date unknown) 32C, 16Ku
Telekom I to l08E - "late August", replace B2R

KoreaSat 3 to I 16E -12-18 August, l6 Ku to replace Ksl
Express Al to 80E - August 30, 12 C, 5 Ku

GEI-A to l08E - 28 HP Ku (Nov-Dec.)

t2.7301r430HRHEF. NZ feeds fyp FTA anal. occ. use

12.5761r276H ABC Radio digital

t2.570il270V OmniCast FM/FM

r2546n246V Sky NZ NDS-MPEG &12.5r8(CA)
2.520n220H Net 9 feeds typ. BMAC

2.5181 18V Sky NZ NDS MPEG & 12.s46 (CA)

2.482/ 82V Net l0 feeds typ. E-PAL

2.480/ 80H Net 9 feeds tyD E-PAL

2.455/ 55V Net l0 feeds typ. analogue

2.418/ l8v Sky NZ NDS-MPEG & 12.39t (cA)

2.39U1091V Sky NZ NDS MPEG & 12.418 (CA)

t2.2s6t956V ABC NT feeds MPEG-2 Sydney -30 min



ApStar l/138E: "Time to update your listings - those
available here are Reuters HK (374211408Vt, SR 5.632,FEC
3/4), Viacom - including MTV (3S60fi290Vt, SR 30.000.
FEC 3/4), SDTV-Play I (419sl955vt, SR 4.686, FEC 3/4)
plus analogue 4160/990H2 CETV at p3 and ESpN B-MAC at
4 100/1050Vt" (Nolan, Katherine, NT).

ApStar lAl134E: Two digital signals here, available in
northern Australia - Gansu TV 3769/t38lvt (SR 6.930, FEC.
ll2) and Chongqing TV, SR 6.930, FEC l/2. (Nolan, NT).

AsiaSat 2/100.5E: Saudi Channel 1 is now on 3661/l4g9Vt.
SR 7.128, FEC 314. Audio feeds have been added at 7.02/7.56,
7.20, 7.7417.92, 8.1018.28 and 8.46 (Euro Sport) for RTpi on
3980/ll70vt. New Chinese radio stations - Henan Economic
Radio (APID 8l) on 3706/1444H2. Fujian Economic Radio
(APID 8l) on 3720/1430H2, Jiangu people's Radio (ApID
256, right channel) on 3827/1323Vt, Jilin people's Radio
(APID 1211, right channel) on3875lt275Vt. "Missing audio
on WorldNet (3764/l386Hz) is traced to personnel at Kuwaiti
tumaround uplink station who have been negligent - USIA in
Washington DC promises more diligent management of their
services" (Burton, NZ).

NBC's Nat ional Geographic Channel was 50%
purchased by Star TV Asia in 1998; and on Juty 2g

this sl ide appeared advising al l  NGEO service has
been moved off of PAS-2 FTA to As3S and inside
of the Star Asia bouquet (CA and not available to

DTH except in limited areas).
has
for

switched from 3760 to
new teletext seryice" -

AsiaSat 3S/105.5E: CETV
3680ll470Hz. "Check PTV2
4 100/l050Vt (Hudson, NZ).

Gorizont 30/LMI-API/1308: "When NTV airalogue on
3675/1475 shuts down at end of broadcast day, try entering
this frequency with SR6.108, FEC 3/4 into digital IRD. The
THT service which runs on 3725/1425L appears here in
parallel (two channel) operation and is the strongest digital
signal I have ever seen - plus it holds in far longer on this
frequency (without moving dish to track) than on 3725,'
(Kosmalski, NZ).

InSat 2El83E: Sun TV is replacement for Udaya TV,
348111669Vt "Testing of the various Indian channels audio
has been ongoing, try 5.5 (old frequency) and 6.6 to locate
audios" (Leach, NSW).

Intelsat 701/180E: The "Ten Australia" bouquet on
376511385R (SR29.900, FEC 7/8) is now carrying the Trinity
Broadcasting Network (TBN) feeds full time, FTA. "This
bouquet was down by 3 dB for five days early in August, a
telephone call to Intelsat Operations Control resulted in a
prompt retum to former levels . it pays to complain!" (Tony
Drexel, SA). French Canal + Ku-band bouquet on Ku
steerable beam 2 will be horizontal and somewhere in the

frequency range of 10.950 . 11.700 (Holzt, New Caledonia
relaying advisory from Intelsat - note contact on this is
Abraham Chemuit at tel t-202-944-7037 , fax t-202_944_g 130,
Email abraham.chemuit@intelsat.int.) programme package
likely to include - but not confirmed - is Cine Cinema
(Movies), LCI (News), Eurosport, XXL (real hard core stuff
for adults), MCM, Fox Kids (in French of course), planete (a
Discovery like service). Packages likely to be priced - also not
confirmed - as RFOI, RFO2, MOSAT FTA, Canal +
Caledonie pay-TV channel plus 3 FTA channels - around
US$70, and up - for FTA plus all but XXL with XXL offered
as a optional fourth tier (source, Canal +).

lntelsatT02/1778: "Thai 5 bouquet is still running FTA here,
strange because there is no real reason for it to be here"
(Leach, NSW).'

JcSAT3/128E: TBN testing on 3990/1160V, SR5.026, FEC
3/4; is PowerVu and levels are up and down, service is not
always FTA (Kosmalski, NZ). "This is a test, we have made no
decision yet which satellite will be used to service Asia" (Ben
Miller, TBN, USA). "Solid signal here with VpID 1160,
APID I120 . only problem - it is powerVu and NTSC - yuk!"

WITH THE OBSERVERS: Reports of new programmers, changes in established programming sources are
encouraged from readers throughout the Pacific and Asian regions. Information shared here is an important
tool in our ever expanding satellite TV universe. Photos of yourself, your equipment or off-air photos taken
from your TV screen are welcomed. TV screen photos: lf PAL or sECAM, set camera to f3.5-f5 at 1/1sth
second with ASA 1o0 film; for NTSC, change shutter speed to 1/3oth. Use no flash, set camera on tripod

or hold steady. Alternately submit any VHS speed, format reception directly to SaIFACTS and we will
photograph for you. Deadline for Septemberl5th issue: September 3 by mail (use form appearing page 34),

or SPM NZT September 6th if by fax to 64-9-406-10g3 or Emait to
Skyking@clear.  net.  nz.



(Zapara, WA). ""Our Hyundai locks it 30Yo of time on 3.7m
KTI, but our D9223 locks it 80% of time" (Hudson, Timaru,
NZ). "Analogue test card seen here on 4085/1065Vt, p4. audio
6.8 and video NTSC July 22nd - so it is not totally off the air"
(Leach, NSW).

LMI-AP21I42jE: "Requires dish realignment about every
90 minutes; audio on Pacific Satellite promo started on 6.03,
moved to 7.20" (D. Leach, 3.7m, NSW). "Pacific Sat promo
French text crawl on bottom of screen says 'The best French
bouquet of the Pacific will soon start on LMI-AP2 in digital' "

(Kosmalski, NZ). "ls there also a digital service testing at
318511365? I get indication of one here" (Alek Zapara, WA).
"P5 (peak) reception here with 3m KTI" (Bannister, WA).

Optus Bl/160E; "ABC for NT, plus 3 radio services, now
running on 12256Y1 SR 5.026, FEC 3/4 - hope it lasts!"
(Colquhoun, NZ). "Is Sydney minus 30 minutes feed"
(Sharp, NSW).

OplUq_l31ll6E: "(We have chosen PowerVu) for the
Mediasat (TRT) bouquet due to their true DVB compliance"
(Paul Mullen, Mediasat). "Unless there is a cheap fix for the
UEC IRDs to receive TRT, I believe there will be plenty of
second hand 642 and 660 IRDs for sale!" (.tack Smith,
Victoria). "Some TRT information from Turkish Consulate at
03-9696-6066" (Pietro, Victoria). HBN appears now on
12.480V1, FTA analogue (Mcleod, NZ). "Are these data
services at 12.267 and 12.280Vt - SR 4.000, FEC 3/4?"
(Mcleod, NZ). "Austar testing of new software that changes
on-screen graphics was a disaster here - now I have to reset the
decoder daily, it won't do Aurora and when I try to go back to
factory default settings it hangs up and just gives me the
channel listings. This is not an improvement!" (Johnson,

WA). If Weather Channel will not load on 12.438H2, try
VPID 520, APID 658, PCR 520. Fox News is August I starrer
on 12.438H2 with VpID 519, APID 657. pCR 519. "The best
Aurora signal here is at least 2 dB lower in level than
Austar/Foxtel carriers - 12.401Vt with only 0.5 dB headroom
before tiling. 12.532 is at threshold and sputrers, 12.120 is
watchable only for a few peak signal hours each day, while
12.595 has never locked here - on 3.6m Orbitron micromesh
and 0.6 dB Gardiner LNB" (Hola, New Caledonia).

Palapa C2/113E: Still FTA as we go to press, C-NetiSpace
TV package at 4000/1 l50Hz (SR26.660, FEC 3/4) has added
BBC World to bouquet; up to 12 TV programme channels,
crawl announcemerlt says they will encrypt soon (SR was
21.095, FEC 5/6).

PAS2/169E: CNBC test card is holding down previous two
National Geographic program channels on NBC Bouquet
409311057Yt Someone testing on 382211328H2, SR 10.000,
FEC 314, no identification but exceptionally strong here
(Mcleod, NZ). "Boot loader software download for D9223
carried by ESPN bouquet (3860/1290V1, SR 26.470, FEC 7/8)
- go to channel 12 and in 15-20 minutes time, latest SA
software will load. At end message comes up on screen saying
download is complete. After doing this - with sweaty palms -
found the IRD would load any.thing, C or Ku, SCpC or MCPC,
PAL or NTSC. Amazing" (Hendriks, Tasmania). "This

service actually works surprisingly well, and typically it takes
me 12 minutes to download the latest software" (philips,
Australia). Jet-TV has - once again - left 3963lll87Vt.
Discovery Channel is quoting price of US$650 plus freight for
SA D9234 shipped directly from Canada, model 9234BSR is
even less (advisory from Discovery).

{ACOB99N,S:,aFr?Pr,lgL3y:r-1",*r'9IPfQ5,rm91,,P,,,91.e,4Y.,F.H*h}glParsi,Poggnn, pelaqvc1, Vgpn,l3r Mgoso"a,



K|BCopera teson394o /121ove r t i ca | , o , , f f i FECo f2 /3 .Howeve r , t he re i sap rob |em.
KIBC (which is a mostly English language Fil ipino ex-pat service) is combined with an Internet service provider,s datastream (ZakNet) and as such must accept the parameters established by the lSp. Early in June, ZakNet modified theirclata stream and suddenly lRDs that would previously load the service could no longer do so. The answer is that yourIRD will load the service provided you have the IRD-abil ity to enter the KrBc "plD/pcR" numbers. Nokia lRDs wi'. thecurrent Av-comm lRDs wil l, Sat Cruiser models wil l. Hyundai wil l not, sKggg wil l not and so on.You mav not be familiar with PID/PCR loading. lf your IRD wiil accept th";u-l; i lo"'ol 'nu,no"rs, your instructionmanual wil l guide you' some lRDs, such as the Sky vision Australia Sat cruiser l ine are supported with a web site thatgives step by step instruction (www.bigfoot.com/-skyvision/support.html). our own SaIFACTS site(www'satfacts'kwikkopy.co.nz) also has extensive instruction. First, enter the frequency/sR/FEC parameters. lf yourIRD loads but refuses to show the signal (treating it as a cA service), then while on the memory channel which loadedKIBC enter your PID/PCR sub-menu routine and enter video PID 35, Audio plD 36, pcR 3s. This should instantly ptayKIBC and from this point onward KIBC will play whenever you select its IRD memory channel on your lRD. And happy

viewing of SpACE pacific Report!

PASS/166E: "With a 3.6m Orbitron micromesh dish.
Gardiner 0.6 dB LNB, I locate the following Ku_band signals
here: 12.285 (Phoenix I I I loads and locks but does not play _
l0 dB C,t{R, Pacific Time Entertainment), 12.331 (ABC
fnterchange, 7.5 dB C/NR). 12.366 (2 dB C/NR, pacific Time
Entertainment), 12.466 (3 dB C,NR, unknown), 12.526
(TARBS, no lock with 7 dB CNR), 12.640 (unknown data,7
dB CAfR), 12.681 (unknown data, 10 dB CNR) and 12J24
(unknown data, l0 dB CAIR)" (Steffen Holn, New
Caledonia). 'Night Moves' now sharing with TARBS promo
(VPID 512, APID 640) after 22.45 Sydney. "TARBS pickage
and ABC Interchange both solid here on 65cm dish" (Leach.
NSW). "ABC Interchange (12.332H2) on 3.7m Orbitron 42o/o
on Phoenix 333, but drops out after 5pM daily" (Hudson,
Timaru, NZ).

STl/88E: Cosa TV 3441fi709H2 is FTA (VPID33. APID
34). Open TV, test card in fwo channel MPEG-2 FTA
3547tr603vt. SR 5.800. FEC 3t4.

Telekom/l08E: Launch delayed because ofrocket problem
to August l2l13 within 22.52 - 00.42 window. "Footpiint map

. does not look promising for Australia,/pacific" (tony Drexei,
SA).

Thaicom 3/78E; TRT is being fed through to Ausrralia on
3525/1625H2, SR 5.698, FEC 3t4 wtth fRt_FU and orhers
tagging along.

AUSTRALIAN?
Av-Comm Pty Ltd. has the "best" service
for subscriptions to SaIFACTS Monthly

and Coop's Technology Digest!
Tel02-9949-74t7 or

Email egzrry @avcomm. com.au
Proudly a sponsor of SpACE pacific Report!
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Be careful what you wish for ...
Rumours that a Turkish TV channel would be made

available to Australian viewers have been creeping around the
edges of the industry since March. Prior to that, we had an
"official" statement from the Board of Directors managing the
affairs of the European Bouquet explaining that if MCM
Music could work out the technical details. it would leave the
bouquet and be replaced with a Turkish channel. We have no
reason to believe that plan is dead, or that TRT Turkey was in
fact the Twkish service which was negotiating this with MCM.

Turkey is a country of nearly 64 million, placing it in the
same league as the UK, Germany and France. TRT is a major
supplier of television, but hardly the only one. Turksat lC, a
satellite, operates from 42E and provides a variety of services
for Turkey and neighbouring countries.

The usually spot-on Australian bureau of statistics is not
certain how many Turkish immigrant families reside in
Australia - the Turkish Consulate in Melbourne suggests
40,000. New Zealand statistics give no clue how many Turkish
immigrants are in the country. Turkey and a group called the
"Kurds" share an almost common language and you may recall
that Kurds live (amongst other places) in northern Iran
bordering on Turkey.

In a country of 18.5 million, it is challenging to accept that a
group as small as 40,000 households (132,000 people give or
take a few) could create total chaos in our industry. Yet that is
precisely what happened when TRT appeared on satellite.

As we report on p. 6 here, the Scientific Atlanta PowerVu
format TRT signal is free to air and we have the assura'rces of
both the Turkish Consulate and bouquet provider Mediasat it
will stay that way "for at least two years." That there is a time
line attached to how long they might stay FTA is itself curious.
That it could revert to conditional access PowerVu after
two-years is of course a worry.

PowerVu is the choice of Mediasat, the present Australian
carrier that provides the link between TRT through Thaicom 3
and Optus 83. There are other services on this bouquet -

Maharishi Open University is one and others are suggested
very soon. 'MOU', by the way, plans to go to a conditional
access format "before the end of the year" according to Paul
Mullen at Mediasat.

The concept that a national ethnic TV service might be "free

to air" is novel inside of Australia although an accepted way of
doingbusiness elsewhere. With C&W Optus cable charging as
much as $19.95 for a single ethnic channel, and Foxtel
offering ethnic cable or satellite services at $9.95 per month,
groups such as the Greeks have good reason to be upset. "f

the Turks can supply FTA service to their ex-pqts, why should
our country charge us for service?" Of course the fees being
paid for Greek TV and others are largely going into the pocket
of the cable or satellite supplier, not the Greek or other point
of origin supplier. What the Turks appear to have done is to

Maharishi Open University is on programme channel
1 of the new Mediasat Optus 83 Vt bouquet;

1 2 . 3 3 6

:urange for domestic satellite distribution inside of Australia at
absolutely no direct fee to the viewers. There is a hint as to
why this might have happened.

More than one business group is talkine about bringing into
Australia one or more movie and other special event channels.
These additional channels would be CA (conditional access).
As we report starting on p. 6 here, a Turkish businessman
importing Korean built Humax IRDs believes he can marryr
PowerVu FTA and Irdeto conditional access with a single IRD
- and using TRT in a free to air format as a magnet, attract
suffrcient Turkish viewers to make possible an optional CA
service. Putting up free to air service as an enticement to
viewers to use their own money to purchase receiving
equipment is not a new technique. Rupert Murdoch employed
a similar approach when launching the original four-channel
analogue BSkyB service nearly a decade ago. In this case, if
an entrepreneur can somehow talk the Turkish Government
into paying the cost of a digital progranrme channel slot for
two initial years, at the end of this period there may well be
sufficient potential users out there to make a conditional access
channel or channels viable. What nobody knows for sure is
whether the chosen Humax receiver will do all of this.

Mullen's Mediasat footprint creates some interesting
business opportunities; a New Zealand group, anxious to bring
Indian TV programming with small dish size here, is working
hard to arrange financing to add at least one Indian channel to
the Mediasat bouquet. Other groups (including Thai's,
Chinese) are interested. The economics make free to air
difficult for all but larger groups and the Mediasat choice of
PowerVu makes conditional access an expensive route to
follow because of the high cost of Scientific Atlanta IRDs. The
Turkish entrepreneur plans Irdeto CA using Aurora for his
pay-TV channels. It could be a dfficult marriage.

What this tells all of us is that there are very few roadblocks
to progress which camot be worked around. Some have
expressed surprise that PowerVu was "allowed" on Optus,
possibly because competitor PanAmSat will allow only
PowerVu except with special dispensation. In fact, while
Optus may not be a fan of Scientific Atlanta and PowerVu,
there is no logical reason to keep a good client such as
Mediasat from selecting any MPEG format they wish.
Mediasat has a second Optus transponder on order - hopes to
activate it by the end of the year. All of which suggests that
dish terminal growth will not be slowing down anytime soon.



Telekom I to I O8E? French Porno Flicks at 142.5E? The explosion continues!
Stay tuned with SaIFACTS!

iJ ENTER my 12 MONTH subscription to SatFACTS starting with September
E nNfnn my 36 MONTH subscription to SatFACTS starring with September

NAME

l5th issue (rates below)
15th issue (rates below)

Company (if applicable)
Mailing address
Town/city Country

Amount to send: 1 year -  NZS6O(inside New Zealand) /A$9O ( inside Austral ia) /US$60 (outside of NZ and
Austral ia) or 3 years -  NZ$14O1 A$210/ US$150 i f  by cheque. VISA or Mastercard? See form below and
return with order. Return to: SaIFACTS, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand or if by VISA or

Mastercard fax to 64-9-406-1083

Please charge my V|SA/Mastetcard as follows:
n ONE Year  of  SaIFACTS MONTHLY (NZ$60,  A$90,  US$OO)

n  THREE Years  o f  Sa IFACTS MONTHLY (NZ$140 ,  A$210 ,  US$1bO)
f l  SATELL |TE  TELEVTSION:  The  Book te t  (NZ$1O,  A$12 ,  US$1O)

n  One  Year  o f  COOP'S  TECHNOLOGY DIGEST (NZ$  1  25 ,  A$  1  25 ,  US$  1  2b )
Ind icate charge card type:  !  VISA n Mastercard

Name (as it appears on VISA / Mastercard)
V|SA/Mastercard Number

V|SA/Mastercard ".pi r"ti*Gte- 
-

Inst ruct ions:  l f  order ing by mai l ,  re turn th is  complete (3-par t )  card or
SaIFACTS, PO Box 33O, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand); i f  order by

single sheet to 64-9-406-1O83

a copy  b f  same ( to
FAX,  send fu l l  card  as  a

USE THIS FORM ONLY WHEN CHARGING ON VISA/MASTERCARD

ALL COPIES OF SatFAGTS"Monthly'.are sent via AirEarcet Post'world-wide!

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS from SaIFACTS MONTHLY: order Form

I  SATELLITE TELEVISION: The Booklet. Excellent introduction to home dish ownership for
the layman, including major contributions from the father of geostationary satel l i tes - famed
science f ict ion writer Arthur C. Clarke. The perfect tool to help the satel l i te system seller explain
home sa te l l i t e  TV  to  the  l ayman  consumer .  F rom SPACE Pac i f i c .  NZ$10 /  A$12  /  US$10 ,  a i rma i l .
I  COOP's TECHNOLOGY DIGEST. For the really serious enthusiast, investor, business
person in  sate l l i te  te lev is ion and a l l ied leading edge technologies.  Ten issues each year ,
jam-packed wi th  in format ion you wi l l  not  f ind anyplace e lse.  "Coop" rout ine ly  cu l ls  more than 6O
publications world-wide, terr ibly expensive newsletters, Internet and his hundreds of private
contacts  to  keep you r ight  a t  the leading edge of  technology on the REAL changes underway in
te lecommunicat ions.  Convenient ly  issued near  the f i rs t  o f  the month,  creat ing an excel lent
t ime-l ine-f i l ler between the mid-month issues of SaIFACTS. Now in the 6th year, airmail
world-wide. Normally NZ/AiUS$250 per year - for SaIFACTS subscribers special 5Oo/o discounted
p r i ce  o f  NZ /A /US$125 .



Do YOU Know Someone Who Would Benefit From SaIFACTS???

Z YES - send a FREE sample copy of SatFACTS to ...

NAME

Company (if applicable)

Mailins adress

Town/city postal code Country
Return to: SaIFACTS, PO Box 33O, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand or fax to 64-9-406-1O83

. NEW programming sources seen since August 1st:

o Changes (signal level, transponder, programming content) in pre-existing programming sources since

o OTHER (including changes in your receiving system):

NOTE: Please use Pl - P5 code when describing signal levels and receiver IF/RF settings.

Your Name

Make/size dish

Your email address

l5 it just a eOtNe|EDNeNLe
Mambers of f,PPrLe have more \{orK

than thal can handle?

Z YES - send me information about how joining SPACE Pacific can lead me to more, profitable work!

NAME

Company affiliation (if any)

Mailing address

postal code Country

Return to; SPACE Pacific, PO Box 30, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand
or fax to 64-9-406-1083

Town/city



SAT CRUISER DSR-101 MPEGZ DVB / POWER Vu RECEIVER

Trade Price - quoted to established dealers

./ The ideal consumer orientated receiver with features that will please the enthusiast !

./ Pre-programmed with all active TP's from Asiasat 2, Palapa, PAS 2 ,PAS 8 and more
{ 10 spare user defined satellite positions for future satellite launches
./ Simplified manual TP entry - TP Frequency is the only required parameter !
{ Auto Symbol rate - Auto FEC j- Auto PID's - Auto Polarity (LNBF)
^/ Satellite naming/editing - Channel naming/editing
{ Alternate audio channels accessible from remote control
./ On-board NTSC - PAL 50 Hz convertor - compatible with any PAL TV
{ On-board Digital TELETEXT decoder - no need for Text capable TV
^/ 5 language menu - English (default) Spanish / ltalian / French / German
{ Consumer friendly graphical interface - Easy to install !
{ UHF Ch 21-69 Software controlled RF Modulator - Low spurious emissions
./ Low threshold dual bandwidth tuner - Dual SAW filter lF stage
{ C Tick certified to comply with Australian Communications Authority standards
./ Ultra reliable SMPS module - not a single reported failure to date !
{ Full colour photographs and screen shots available from our web site
{ 12 mgnth replacement warranty - With an optional extended warranty plan
{ Feel free to call one of our friendly staff for more information !

DSR-201P Analog/Digital/Positioner receiver ..Trade Price - quoted to esrablished dealers



Precision Spun umlnlum
Antel 2.3

Single piece spun aluminium dish.
Total Diameter 2.4m

Reflector Diameter 23m
Pole size 102mm
F/D ratio: 0.4
Focal Distance 930mm
Gain: (>60% efficiency)

4GHz 37.7dBi
12GHz 47.2dBi

Beamwidth 12GHz 0.53'
Maximum Wind Speed
Operational 120kph
Survivbl 160kph

Fin ish:
Dish Epoxy-Polyester Powder Coated
Mount zinc plated

Weight
Polar mount
Reflector

Two mount options:

44kg
33kg
Fixed & Polar

Antel 1.8
.  S ingle p iece spun a luminium dish

Total Diameter
Reflector Diameter
Pole size
F/D ratio:
Focal Distance
Gain: (>60% efficiency)
12GHz

Beamwidth 12GHz
Maximum Wind Speed

1 . 9 m
1 .8m
89mm
0.41
740mm

45.5dBi
1 0

Operational
Fin ish:
Dish

140kph

Epoxy-Polyester Powder
Goated

Two mount options: Luxury Mount (fixed)
Spun a luminium r ing,
stainless steel elevation rod,
fully galvanised pole cap.

Standard Mount (fixed)
Zinc plated ring, elevation rod
and pole cap.
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